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. FOREWORD,

. ,

)

The Indiana Teaching Social Studies to Gifted and Talented
-Students guide is the 'result-of a cooperative effort between the

- Indiana Department of Public Instrtction and Purdue University,
Lafayette.

a ..

This-document was initiated by State Superintendent Harold H.
Kegley in response to Indiana's concern for meeting the, needs of
all children cnrolled.in..the public schools pf,the,,,state. This
concern extends to those students whose talents enable them to .

pursue subjects in greater bre bh and dppth than is usual fdr
most children of'similaj age o grade grbuping: These children
require such differentiation n order to develop to their fullest
potential. . 1

.

.

This guide i's intended to prOvide classroom teachers guidance, in
"modifying.the regular social studies curriculum to create a more
challenging program 'for their gifted,and talented students. The,.
guide contains suggested approaches and specific activities. It
is hoped that the guide win serve more as an impetus for the
teacher and gifted students to exercise their own unique trea7
tivity in approaChing the area of sGtia4 studies, rather than as

-a textbook or manual of instruction. ,
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INTRODUCTION
1%

Teaching Social Studies to the Gifted and Talented is de-
signed to be used as agrif.T.Temerifto Social Studies, A Guide.for
'Curriculum Development, the Curriculum Guidelines'of the State of
Indiana. Readers of this work and the Curriculut Guidelines.
should identify one extremely important assumption: the Guidp-
lines are constructed to form a unified curriculum sequence which
begins with kindergarten and ends with 12th grade. Although'a'.
K-12 curriculum has_been talked abdUt-, it haS not always been a
reality. t s

In f act, social studies throughout 4p history in the t h
Century has bien zolIection'of fragmented bits anb pie-ces.of
s'ubSec-ts,,themes), objectives and concepts, with nq dis-
cernible connectionl gOcill Studies, A Guide, for Cqrriculum
Development was constrUcte so"that any' kindergarten or primary
teacher tan, visualize what social studies is supposed to,look
like at the 12th' grade; and, copversely, any seniorr hie school
social studies teacher :can get a glimpse of the background and
orientation of his or her students since the earliest grades.,

In additiOn to creating total, unified-guidelines, th'e
Department of Public InStruction wishes to'add,anefher,important

,'.dimensions This .dimension designed 'to assist classroom
teachers' by suggesting curriculum-strategies that can he us4
with children.who,are often as puzzling and disturbing as they
are exciting and promising: the intelligent, gifted and
taledted.

'

ThiS work is not designed as' a self-contained am; independent
text; it is'meant to be used in conjunct4on with'the _Guidelines.
It does not pretend to beefinitive or eii.en complete. It isili

impossible, with the page limitations, to do much more than,
provide aseries of suggestions; alternatives and posSibilities
that will illustrate the sorts of'things that can be done with'
gifted children. But--given lack of infOrmatioh and awareness of
many highly intelligent students--even this little bit is a
welcome beginning.

I.
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OAT IS THE PR BLEM OF GIFTEDNESS IN OdR SOCIETY? .

. -;.
I

On the next age is a TeprbductiOn of ta widely used academic,
skills' survey pub 'shed by Science Research, hssociates, but there have

-been tests.simitar to this one administered to 'AMerican children
for many decades. Ile student profile presented shows a com-

:posite score of 97 which means tfiat the student's performance
Jails at the 97th percentile--or that out of every,100 students
-who took this test, this child scdred higher jhan 9,6-other stu-
dents at the same'grade level. Thy subscore6.are equally high,
railing from the 99th percentile in reading 4o thE 94th in. '

mathematics. Each of the various'skills is broken down 'into
subskills, -reported in the bottom half of fhe'tst, and in each
of thesethe student's scores are quite high,, falling conspicu-.
ously 'pnly in "External and Speodal Punctuation!' and "Decimals
and Percents."

The giftedness reported here (intellectual/academic) i$ only
one kind of special ability, the kind that has been examined very
closely for more than fifty years. When, ip the early 1920's :

, Lewis $. Terman, an American psychologisty first identified
giftedness, educators, parents, teachers, administrators -and
others-began to learn a good deal about the subject. What was
leailled has brought to light a,strange paradox. -On the one hand,
it is realized that intellectual giftedness, superior,strength,
physical beauty, musical talOf and great artistic ability are
incbMparably important 'advantages: On ;the other hand, it is now
becoming clear that we reward some kinds of giftedness but not

. others. The athletically-talented child is identified early and
often given superior training, motivation and rew*s. But other
kinds of giftedness are not so esteemed. -W ithin ithE last decade,
it has 6ecome apparent to.many that it is important--both to the 114;4

society-as a whole and to the development of the individual--that
our society must 1:le mobilized' to, identify, encourage and foster a
much 'wider range .of giftednesS.

c
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For a clue as to why
.

this-type of giftedness. (InteIlectua//
academic)',is sometimes a problem, please.examine the test questio s
on page 6 which were answered by'this.ehild a'nd then.later given ,

--to-one.of the' authors.
_

.

,.
. - -, .

;)

.

.
What can easily be ' inferred froth ,these test etuestiOng is1-- i*

that all of tileM are,writVien at the 'level whieh ,has come Co be
, known as "Iloom Level I," rote memory. What cannot be- directly
.

0, inferred ig'Whether these questions are derived from:the same
assignments given all other children in that social studies _,

ifclass. . . .
-,.

--...,.

.

n 1. A
, .

.
. The following. questions should be asked about these assign-.

ments and *the gifted child who worked-on them:1
0 .

.
.

.,First, are such assignments, and questions - -all, pitched at ,
.loom 1, ,rote memory--Mkely to be perceived .4 interesting or
'absorbing to a gifted 011d?

'L . ..

Secbnd, are suchassignments, which call for liftle more .

than recall, likely to be perce4ved as challenging, as engaging
all or most of agifted child's resources?

. -* ....

Third, do memory qlestions provide a basis for-growth
commensurate withIhls child's talentsi

,

e . .
- ,, , .

. e
r.

-

cially, is it likely that concetrating on gloom Level I
memorization assignments leads to any kind of fulfill)ment? That

(

is, as a consquence of having,wolked on suchquesti6ns, will
this LI-Aild-develop, hisjher very considerable ifttelIectual capa-
bilities? . . -

i .
, a

^
^

arwer toall of these questions is: -_probably ndt.
These questions and Most --assignments dealing with inform- atf

s, this .level are kikely no,t_ to be seen as. atere'sting CPT challeng-
ing, and they are unlikely to stimulate-mental growth. .In fact,

----what can be observed,about-suchchildren is that ,they finish "such"
assignments quicklyrusuall*.making high grades. They may then :

p,'. spend pie :rest of their study time' reading. The readilig materials
may range from popular fiction, such as John MacDonaLdTS The

. ExecutiverS to traditional classics like Mark Twaln's Torn
Sawyer, to Aleksandt Solzhenitsyn's cancer Ward'. They 6Tfen do'

F, not talk abopt their 'social studies , assignments and may evert'.
Appear to regard them as an academic obstruction,, the kind which
one should climb over as rapidly as possible.,

r-

1.
1
David Kfathwohl, 'Benjamin S. Bloom, and BertraM B. Masia,

Taxonomy ofiEftcational Objectives. The Classlfication of
Educational Goals, Handbook I: 'Cognitive Domain, (New York;
David McKay Company, Inc., 1g56).

5
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\ 1. China is the.largest country in the Asian culture region.
,6 .. . ,

. .

Z. The Chinese built, a'great wall about, 1500 miles long along
.. their northern border known as the Great Wall of Japan. .

, ..

3. A higdisadvantage that China has. for industrialization
is'lick of money._

,

PLE'OF TEST QUESTIONS

4

,

4." Eagt.Asia includes the "nations of

0

amd Korea.

5. Manchuria is Iheftgst industrialized area.of China beca
controlled by , ° for some 40 y

e it was
rs.

6. ,The, dividing line between Soviet Europe and Sovie Asia is the
A. Ural Mountains B,Volga River .C: Trans-Sibiria Railroad
D. Dniepe.Rilper

7, Th&ecountrtes 'that-are satellites of the Soviet Union are
Ak A. Poland, Czechoslov kia and Htingary B. Hungary, Dennlark

and Belguim C. Luxemtirg, Bulgaria and Austrta D. Latvia,
Turkill7 and Finland .

'8% A Communist farm" that, is run very much like a gaikernment
?Owned factory with the. workers paid directly WillPhe. ,

government is a; A, ,c61Lective farm B. state farmili
j ilk . . . . . , ..

.

9. The capital of the SovietoUnion is: A. Lenigrad:
.

...
- .

BY,Irkutsk C. Moscow D. Kiev
4.!

.

lWrite tie Metter ofthe unrelated word in the blank and underline your,
answer.)

. ."

.., n, dr . .

.

10. A. Karl Marx B. JoSeph.Stalin- C. -Winston Churciill D. 'Lenin

) 11. A. Po4and B..Austria. C. Hungary 'D. Yugoslavia

12.'1A, Have freedom of speech'. B. Communism C\ave freedom.

)

of the press D. havgbfreedom orssembly
. , , -.....

.

.

.13: Give the average annual precipitations foundedn the-following countries;

Poland . Yugoslavia

.4

* Bulgaria Uniqn of Soviet" ,

Socialist Republics
Hungary

1

. . ,

14. Givethe natural Vegetation found in the following countries:

, ROmania . , . p
Czechoslovakia . ,

i

.German Dem. Rep.

6
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Ohe could argue that what has been described, while'accurixe,' -

is notinevitable., With raining and 4a4erstanding, it is pos?i-
ble to revitalize classrooms se thatrthek can become places of
joy and growth'foi gifted childrep.- With imagination and an
,effort to broaden-fhe--intellectual range of claisrooms, teachers
can nuture the gifted without slighting average or slow-learning
children.

,

Teachers of social studiesshoula,provide assignments which
challenge gifted chilAen_and require the use of higher intellec-
tual abilities, there-6:Y helping students reach.their potential.
However, teachers often defip their task in-such a way' that
wasted'potential must inevitably result. That is,,some teachers

'-believe.that bypiVIHg attefttion'to Chiltired\on both ends ql the
cutve--slow learners and the gifted--they will necessarily miss
the broad middle range of student abilities. This des not have
to be the case. With, new definitions, understanding and skills,
teachers can deal-effectively with a much broader range of,human
abilities thari they may suppose.

'

lo

'9



WHO ARE THE GIFTED AND,TALENTED?

. [

Introduction 1

_j
, 6.. ,

I

Until now convention has been followed by employing Ow
termS"gifted," "highly intelligent," "Creative" and "talented"
as synonyms. While an extensive discussion of these terms is out *
of place here, a definition of the critical concepts is needed.

. The Indians Department of Public Instruction (DPI) has \
provided the following official set of terms. The definition in
use is: The term "gifted and talented children" means children
and, where applicable, youth, who are identified at the pre-
school, elementary or secondary level as possessing demonstrated
or potential abilities that give evidence of high, performance
capability in areas such as intellectual, creatj.i.7e, specific

/academic, leadership, or in the performing and visual arts, and
who, by reason thereof, require services or activities 'not ordi-
narily provided by the school.

The DPI has .attempted to identify different*kits of gifted-
,

neSs. Here are five categories used by the Division of iculum:

..s . . .

The academically gifted frequently demonstrate spe ific
, academic aptitudes, i.e., they do very well in one or more
1 areas such -as science, mathematics, or literature.

The intellectually gifted display a high level of general' -' ,-'

ized intellectual ability and frequently xlemonstrate out -

standing performance in a diverse range of subject areas,
vi.e.they do very well in most areas of the school curricu-
lum. .

41

The creatively gifted are capable,of behavior and products
Which are unusual. or original. Much of-the time their
products are divergent, that is, they depart from. the usual
or customary.

The kinesthetically gifted possess psychomotor talents'or
skills in Ore visual or performing arts. That is, they do
very well in painting, °sculpture, dancing, the theatre arts,
etc.

The psycho-socially gifted demonstrate clear evidence of
leadership and qualitatively advanced ethical and moral
developmer.

9
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A,word I caution: until now it has been difficult for even-
trained perso s to identify the gifts, of.what is called. mainstream
children -- white, middle class",.a}feady'well mdtivated boys -end`
girls. Identifying the talents of those who do .not fit .into this
categ000isolanother story: .For a variety of reasons,,intellec4
tually.iifted -Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Indians, economically
disadvantaged ihd'rhose with leadership and creative abilities
hate-not_proven,lo be quite as easy to identify. But again, the
pictacc is changing. With better diagtostic tools, greater
awareitess',40,the diversity of giftedness and more understanding
of the Ar,lap4AYed by ,culture in the developmentof,the individ-
ual, it; is i,ncoasingly easier to identify the gifted, outside the.
mainstream pfs6aiety.

......

, - .

GiftedneSS;',Indialigence and Lntellectual Ability.
.411

/n,addiilion to the defiXtion,and explanations _of xiftedness
. .* .

we must also 'identify other critical'terms-Lintellect\ intelli-
- gencq and giftedness.. The term "gifted "'has an ancient past and
hasbeen associated with divine intervention. If one had a .

ft," thyassufliptibn.was that the. gift was "granted" and that
OM "grantee; was a diety. Faced with amazingly. precocious,
talented ,cflildren--a-Mozart who,began performing_and composing at
'the age of.fiVle,Alr an Evariste Galois who made an important
conttibution,to highec,, m'athematics while still in his, teens- -
people stood'in awe and assumed,th4 the child was given a "gift"
from a divine being. Iri.current.usage, however, the term has

. less of .a religious connotation. When speaking of giftegi
musicians, painters, dance's, athletes,and leaders, it Isqmeant a

.person who can perform some important task extremely well:better
thallnearlyanyone'else.

The ternis "intelligent" and "intellectual" also cause some
confusion. ,al-Atelligence" as used by psyNiolbgists referS to
learning. A highly intelligent person is one who can learn A #

,great deal very-rapidly.' Such a person can learn mathematics,
engineerilimusic, history, -a.dow computer language or the names
of two dozen new acquaintances with ease and' efficiency.

Those,who are described aS,"intellectuals" tend to,express
vide-ranging .interests in art, literatur4! musiclanguage,
,politics; history, architecture, anthropology and science. Kit
their concerns for these fields are not specifically- "practical;"
that is, ifiey'are not interested in learning for the ,express
purpose of solving an immediately confronting problem. Rather,

it

they are inte ested in French Impressionist pLnters, Russian
rjovel,s or;bon disease among the Aztecs simply because these
subjects -are inherently attractive, interesting or,absorbing.

There is some evidence that Americans reward and honor
intellitint persons who have a highly developed ability to solve
practical problems and to achieve in conventionally usefuloways.
There is also evidence that intellectuals are distrusted and

10
16



frequently scorned. It is not clear to"many Why anyone would
wan,t to read, -Watch ballet, listeh to Bach or,study something for
its own sake. -Hopefully, in the future the unique contributions
of intellectwAls will find an appropriate -appreciation., When -

:this happen, teachers and parents will'have a`less,stressful and
more enjoyable time dealing with children who, because- of unusual,
intelligence.or intellectual gifts are ofted seen as puz'Zling
and even scary-.

''.Characteristics of ,the Gifted'

Having made these distinctions--for purposes of this
discussion-- attention will be given to specific traits, abilities
and characteristics of the gifted..

General Intellectual Ability 1

In general and with the usual precautiOns about exceptions,
,.highly intelligent children possess a kind of generalized mental
ability that,manifests itself in an'aptitude for pi-oblem-solifing.
Parents of gifted youngsters report that very early their gifted
pr6,schboler becomes absdrbed in solving puzzles, riddles 4nd
mysteries. He/she begins reading-'-often before kindergarten.--and
persists in _a bcibk to the very end, because, it is important to
know-how the story is.i-esolved: With a rapidly growing supply of
information and a consuming interest in all things, a gifted-,
child is interested in solving problems at different levels of
abstraction. That is, not only is a gifted child likely to
converge on reratively simple qUestions such as: How do you
spell "pithecanthropus'? What is the diet of dragonflies? And
when did Charlemaghe live' He/she usually begins to express
interest in open-ended, often insolvable problems. Thus, long
after the average childtas put aside such questions as--Where

-did the universe come from? Why is there so much injustice in
the world' -- gifted children continue, to askthee questions. :

,

Specific Academic Aptitude

However, in some cases a particular intellectual gift may be
limited and quite narrow. A child may ie average oreven well
below average in most school subjects or sills but possess a
talent,of.high order in, say, music,'mathematics or technolOgy.
One author knows of at adolescent boy who was functionally illit-
erate but was neverthelessable to disassemble a modern automobile
transmission, diagnOse the problem and repair it. Another child,
with a measured I.Q. of /0, was abke to reproduce music with one
hearin on the piano. These elle extreme cases, however, fhe `

.genera nation is that bright children are bright in mast re-

.spects.

1
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Creative or Productive Thinking !
ti

Althoughthe relationship betWeen Creativity and'intellec-
tual giftednessis by no means Gear, perliapA,.bigause psycHolo-.
gists tend to use different measuring 1fistrunipnr64 there does
appear to be a relationship. Singe 1950,:wheh Qailfor'cl:presentedz.° A'
his now famous address before the'Yinerican P chologicar,Associa- -
tion, creativity and creative persons have be n studied,inten-
tively. What exemplifies "creativity" for "cr dtive.behavior" i-s.
the production of truly 'novel, different, uni ue,and unexpeplqd
works. There is obviously a semantic pitoblem ere, for,how
"novel" or "different" must a.work be before it is jUdged.novel
and difterent? ,And it is also often the case':that enormously

.

creative persons are not recognized until after their death.'
However, it is possible to identify language, poems experiments ,
analyses, musical compoSitions, arguments and the,like which dre -

neither conventional nor customary. The very young child who
spins a fully developed story out,of his imagibation,,complete
with exotic characters, strange locations and eccentric natpes is,
onecase in point. So is the child who sgorns2blue skies, white
clouds and green grass and prefers to paint muiticblbred skies
and purple cows. Mendelssohn, although-recognized as a musical .

prodigy, astounded everyone by writing a complete symphony at the
age of seventeen. The poem "Thanatopsis.," by William Cullen
Bryant, which used to be in all American Literature anthologies,
is a hatinting evocation of death and was also written by an
adolescent of seventeen. An examination of novelists and poets
will, in general, reveal a_similar pattern:_ the young person
preferred to read, write poetry or "ploy around" with words and '

ideas, often at a very-early age.- Needless to say, normal adults
and children are often baffled'by such-strange doings, and some-
times the highly creative child finds his companions' reactions
strange Qr hostile.

tto-

Leadership Ability

The older notion that a gifted child must necessarily be a

homely, eccentric loner should have evaporated when Lewis Terman
began his pioneer work in the study of intelligence a half cen-

. tury ago. However", the stereotype persists despite the fact that
resdarch'evidence shows- just the oppoSite! Not only is it the
case that highly intelligent young people tend to be slightly
larger and better coordinated physically .than the average, but
there is also sItM. evidence that they demonstrate leadership
, .

ability. The combination of superior physical endowment, imagi-
nation and persuasiveneSs somehow leads Many able yoUngsters to
become school officeros, club presidents or the like.' Such activi-
ties teem to provide an. opportunity, o talented young persons to
'learn leadershiR.skills which-serve as a means of influencing
others. A ,study of the biographies of politigal, industrial and
business 1paders reveals with some consistency that such children
become active leaders and that even preschoolers succeed in
influencing those around them. /Fortunately for society such
children also tend to develop 4 higher deg4ee of moral and ethical
behavior when they could just as easily use their leadership
skill4 for selfish or anti-social ends.

12
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The Kinesthetically Gifted.

"Kinestheties" is a term meaning "motion" or "movement."
The "kinesthetically gifted" are, therefore, `those who have a
heightened ability`in those,-activities 'which call for movement--
the performing arts, the p4istic arts, or athletics.(

-.Those with ability in the visual or performing arts tend to
- provide early evidence of aptaude'for rhythm,, dancing or other

coordinaxed movements. They are typified by those who start' in
gymnastics as a five- or six-year-old, and eventually are selected
for-an Olympics gympAstics team._ The same child whose SRA
'scores, are reproduced in. the beginning of this manual enrolled in
a summer course An gymnastics andftrampoline, and within a few
weeks was cgppetihg with children .two years older.

The'same generalizations are appropriate for the musically-,

or artistically, gifted. 'ThOse with musical or Artistic gifts
usually signal their talents early by'being able to. clap in
rhythm, reproduce tune by voice, teach themselVes,to play instru-
ments or--as in the'tase of Mozart,and.a few others"--teach them-
selves musical notataori and begin, to compoSe. ThoSe with artistic
talent often naturally gravitate'itoward crayons, pastel chalks,
paints, and the like and sooh-b2gin to experiment and invent.
Their early proddCtions are often noteworthy for dramatis, uses of
cotor.ot other signs of-striking individuality. Often the artis-
tically,gifted provide other evidence of their talerits by collect-
ing -works. of. art, reproductions, records,'and books, and by
nagging their parents for visits,to,'Art museums.

'Teachers often report that even first anclsecond, grade
children who are kinesthetically gifted move with more grace than
normal children. They soon move out of the awkward' and jerky
stage and begin to make movements that are precise .4nd:poised.
One aufhbrknows of 'a child who began the, -study of karate at the.
age of eleuen. Although only about-ha:if the size of the other
students, he soori mastered the complex and dijficult movements
and began to Nips the test'. Within two months he had made it to
"yellow," a notch above beginner's grade. One can say much the
same about those who become competitive or'professional athletes.
They provide early, indications of kinesthetic talent by excelling
in school football, baseball or bagketball teams. They are alp
the ones who are able to learn athletic skills rapidly--often
with incredible rapidity. Babe Didrikson Zaharias was able to
break par withih a,few days ok picking up' her first golf club..

Although there are exceptipns to every, generalization about
the gifted, creative, and Valerfted there are, rievertheless,
certain statements.which most researchers agree are generally
true_ Fosr instance, gifted children seem to possess,a'general-
ized intellectual ability, although many are rather tpecifically
endowed, that is, have talents in only one or two areas. Often
their fanguage,ideas,or tangible. productions'are characterized
by being creative, different, unique:, or unusual. They often

13
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'ffimonstrate leadership ability and,- despite-the'ancient stereo-,
type,,,are.oftengal-ger and better physicilly endowed than the.-.
average. .Thqse who are kinesthetically gifted can perform psycho,-
mpfor activities with grace and fluldity.atA are likely to do .

well in'the'perforting arts andwathietics._
'.This 'section On chatacteristic's of the gifted is concluded

by briefly enumerating some behaviors which, while not inevi.t-
',Kahle, 'usually signal Ole presence of giftedness 9r considerabde
talents.

%.C6Opiekity
. -..

.
. .

'Intellectually gifteN children are - attracted to complex
. .

problems. They 'ate able 'ti. covceptiialize a cotplicated situ-
-ation; see 'the distinction between two nearly identical things,

% suggest a wide range Of hypotheses?-and explain logical processt's:-
The musically gifted chi for example, soon tires of nursery

..'
rhymes and becomes in res d in\the more complex musrcal composi-
tions. -

...:

. . .

-1

Wide - ranging Interests

One of the most depend/able signs of giftedness is the
child's early and insatiable curiosity about everything. Parents
of gifted children frequently have. their patience taxed fox they
tire .of answering one, question after'another,-litefally 'hour
after hour.,. The gifted child's ale'rtness and cuibsity are often
manifested at the toddler stage. These are 'likely to develop
into reading, c llecting,,w-atching,.and seeking behaviors.

Fund of Information
.1 -, *

Because of ttlie gifted child's alertness and continuirpg
curiosity, such children soon develop an extraordinarily large
,fundof inormation--the result of constant observing, reading,
talking, .and analyzing. This is,_why the daily conversations of

. very gifted childten have
and

akmost unearthly quality about theM
while their information and udderstanding are likely to be skewed
andAdistorted, the very...fact that an eight-year-old knows
anything ntall about animpls,of the Mesozoic period'or the
characteristics, of a Da Vinci portrait is likely to,unsettle.
adults.

\ Risk - taking
.

Many-gifted children manifek an urge 'to take risks. ,To
ithem, the conventional, ordinarr customary, approa0b is dull.
Risk.-taking can be seed in the uhe'xpected question, "How -come, if,
Columbus fOund Indians 'in ,the .Mew orld, we don't say that the
Indians disrover erica?" Lt is evident their %'.)illingness.
to learn a new skil , play a new game, see a different wIrt pf
the world, red a book that is judged "too difficurt,." 1114'

courage to tr something new, therefore: is.linke&with lht
already discussed-Creativity and seems often to be an, important
part of the gifted child's "re$ertoine of behavior. ,

14
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Conclusion
. , . ...

f

Whether a particular gifted chilfd.:wiii eventually develop
one or in of his/her'talentsjs ftle,e04eAtiony AS Avner Ziv:,
Israeli educational psycliologist,has"lerts through 'his work,-

',giftedness is a.promise, not- a falct:' A gifted, child poses a
promise of things to come. -Initiatly, -a gifted child is. not,a
fully functibning", fulfilled andAi'veloped peLson. Under the ' .

best of circumstances, a- gifted Child's .potentialities and prod- ..

ises will reach fruition. 'But 'eite'best of circumstances does pot.
always` happen.., Of course, whenrkiIdren fail to reach,potentil,
there are likely to be social factors other than thelschool

. .

1.involiied. Sometimes the.pier group deliberately represses Signs
of intellectual giftedness; AomeNimes parents fail to recognize

:abilities; SoMettmes.the.gifted*Mild simply, does not wAht to -A
. 'expend the effort. Poverty And the struggle for existence leave.

Children too'tired and depIe1ed tpcare. In some eases a Sucte6='
sion of emotional conflicts erodes calent._'However,-teachers
,armed with the ability to' identify,both the different categories '
of giftedness sand the characteristicseristics of the gifted, with, ,

priate techniqUes and materials, can broader-lithe intellectual
range-of their classrooniS andcan vitalize-'their classrooms to.be
places of joy and:growth for-gifted and talented,children1'/ A

. 1.
. / .

[S.

A

. a

,, _

-3
Avner Ziv, 'Counseling The Intellectually Gifted..Child

York: Columbia Tepdhers College,, 1977).

1
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Can the school environment nourish and develop gifted children?
Can one analyze the school environment so -as to'iclentify exactly
what nourishes the gifted?. If you answered yes Co thosel- you will
be happy to learn that in the last few years authorities hare
made just, such In analysis.

Authorities have agreed that teachers can create a climate
of creativity;. they can do thesorts of things that help a gifted ,
child to grow. First, a teacher can create ,an appreciative
audience by being apprfciativeand by encouraging the gifted
child'speers to be appreciative. Second, teachers can help
gifted children produce a' great quantity of-urlique ideas--
something that has long been associated with giftedness. This
can be done'through an environment which requires the gifted
child to improvise, to be ingeniousand original. 'Such activi-
ties, for instance, dnvolVe compOsing stories, locating and
orgdnizing information, constructing models, and playing new art
unique roles:, SUch activities--those that helpthe gifted child
stretch his or her mind- -'lie within the abilities and capacities
of mos-t teachers function'ing in "average" classrooms.' ,These
activities fall into what has been called the socialstudies
curriculum.

The official social studies.curficulum guidelines of
Indiana, Social Studies, A Guide for Curriculum Development, is
the source of a carefull organized set of themes, topics, skills,
and attitudes into a. pattern of courses for teacheTs of'gifted-
students: To this has been added an enumeration of thecharac-
teristics of the gifted, and'what is called "characteristics of a
nurturing 'environment." A chart summarizing this information is
included in the Appendix, page 95.

The activities recommended are based upon a partic4lar
curriculum organization, K-3, 4-6, 7-8 and 9-12. At each grade
level the themes, topics,` attitudes and skills suggested,in the
GO,dalines are briefly reviewed. Then certain acti '&ities which
Nispecific ways develop the cognitive and emotional capabilities-
of gifted children are listed and described.

{s
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I. Kindergarten-Grade 3

.In kindergarten and first grade the objectives of social, .

studies are to orient-the pupil.to the themes of school life and
work with emphasis on topics such as identifying himself-or
herself, lAmily, home, and school; understandkng.spaCe,and time
relationships (map skills and chronology); and developing the

-attitudes of self-reliance, cooperation,-and critical thinking.
In second and third grade the emphasis is on the neighborhood
community and in comparative studies between communities.. The
theme'lis7interdependence with emphasis on-the topics-of community
helpeks, transportation, and communication leading to the identi-
'fication.of basic needs of people: This is the appropriate time
to begin the skills-of processing and valuing informatiori for the
gifted. 'The following are illustrations of activities that are
appropriate for the gifted and consistent with-the themes, topics
skills, and attitudes noted, above.

._

-GOAL: Develop a knowledge bae-for undestanding the ever-changing
relationship between hymen beings and their environmentpast,
present, and future. -

AA Learning Obiectivk:, Learn about some Of the workers in the
community (careers and roles). N,
1. Learning activity: Prop Box

a. DuratiOn of Lime: on-going ac tivity

b. Materials: prop box and various items ,students,
,contribute

c. Descriptitn: (Hamburger pattie boxes) A prop box
is composed o specialized items combined to
foster a specific type of play. This combinatio9
of ordinary housewares can afford.a child hours iof
enjoyment while providing an educational experi- '44-;

ence. A prop box contains the kinds of things
which prevent play from becoming stale or from

. stopping altogether. 'Watch the play.. Whereis it
_going? What will keep it 'going? _What/ does a

IF mechanic need when he/she wants to repair cars or
bikes, trains or planes? Tools, Partsf-wires-,
flashlight, etc. What does an astronaut need when2 he/she is -about to visit the moon? Proper cloth -,
ing, instruments, a space panel, food containers,
camera, etc. What might a nurse require in order
to tend an emerency case ?; Bandages, medicine
bottles, hot water bottle, uniform, etc

.1".\

.

Boxes of props may be startedeas children need
materials to extend their play (electrical
switches, wire and pliers for the electrician;
plastic flowers and vases for the'florist). The
props are appealing because they are real\or are
made by the players at the art center or carpentryi.
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table. As a consequence. they are meaningful
because. they are made the way a child thinks they
ishogld be made.

As open - 'ended material, prop boxes can be devel-
roped for children for use at home or school. At
hoble they may be the joint creations of parent and
child or created as a gift for a young child. At

, school they are developed by. children and staff
together. They constantly grcim and can start io
spill over as everyone finds or makes things to

Hadd. Since these are really separate boxes for
i various kinds of role:-playing, they. can be made

easily identifiable to children by attaching
appropriate pictureslcut from magazines,or drawn

I by children and/or,adults.
,

B. Le nirlg Objective: Identify examples of changes in our-
se es,and in the world around us. (For example: personal
growth!, mdving, seasonal and weather chahges, changes in
fashi ,..physical environment, technology. and transOorta-

1'

IF

tion.

1. earning activity: A Big Step,
oaf

Duration of time: 'on-going

c.

Materials: Children are experiencing many changes
by being in a public sclibol for the first time.
Booklets could be made based on their experiences
as individuals or as a class..

Description: Invite faculty and staff memberS to
visit

these peOlen their offices, cafeteria,
etc. The pupils then make paintings or some other
form of illustration of these people and/or their
activities. In addition, they can dictate indi-
vidual or group - experience stories to go with
their pictures. Encourage the children to include
their feelrigs and evidences of .change in their
stories, such as: "I like My new friend, Mr.
Smith; the principal," or "L don't' eat my snack at
home now. I eat snacks from the cafeteria in my'
classroom." Variation (1) Place paintings, on
bulletin board with group experience'stories. (2)
Have pictures'and stories to serve as notes'to
send to .tie various staff members. Children could
deliver these.

.
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2. Learning activity: We AreiSpecial

a. Duration of time: one session

b.
4

Materials: large manila paper

c. Description: Each Aild makes a booklet by fold-[
ing 12" x 18 ". manila paper it'half. Child prints
title on first page, 'AWe Are'Special." Each page
has a sentence. Teacher may ditto-these; Children

'may copy them from the board; children may write
or dictate their own sentences as (1) This is my
family; (2) This is where we live; (3) My family
likes ; (4) Our family has pets. Children-,
illustrate each page of the booklet.

C. Learning 'Objective: Describe the rples and activities? of
one's family and comparethese with amines of other cul:
tures.

1. Learning'activity: Who Does What?.

a. Duration oftime: several sessions
""

b. Materials: chart, questionnaife Cifnecessary),

c. Description: Teacher prepares chart tobe
filled in by students' responses.

FaMily Member

Who Does What1,6,

Work Done How It Helps

Older brother
Mother
`Older Sister

Shovels snow
Paints walls
Washes disheS- /
Shovels snow

EaSier to walk outside
Decorates room
Clean dishes

Prevents accidents

Students may be able to fill in,chart without
checking at home. If -they do not have enough

* ideas, send home a questionnaire for them to use
with their families. Include all people living
withfamily--the things they do and how these
help. Include the child and what he/she does on a
regular basis for the family. As the chart is
filled. in compare and contrast to see: (1) Do all
families have the same jobs? (2)1eDo the/same
peqp,le ip each family do a ce-rtairijob? i(Note:
teachers should be sensitive to sex sterotypin.g.).
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45. Learning Objective: Examine different typdS of communities
and develop a definition of community.

I

f

I:earning Activity: N orhood Walk

a. Duration of time: sever -al days

b. Materials: collection of differentsized
boxes, a t supplies

,

-c. Descript on: Take walking field trip.to
help establish definition of your oWn-conitynity..,

.Have children look for: : (1) types of shelter;
(2) types of,shops, stores, services; (3) types of*
recreation (parks, pools, etc.); (4) types of
places oE worship; (5) types Of places of learning
(schools, libraries, etc.)L (6) people,, (7) 'Streets
and' road - amounts of :traffic; (8) land use (How

, tuch is vacant? Overerowded?); (9) evidences, of
trash, and /or other pollution; ,(1q) sounds of
birds, machines-, etc. Frbm information gathered
on the walk, make a "play" "community., either-table
.sizp,or lgrger scale models, to be placed .on the'
flAe in a corner area of.the room. Depending on
the scale, paint.and decorate cardboard boxes, vit

making a landscape,frOm construction paper, twigs;,
stones, etc.

'

Learning activity: Antsdand Bees

a. Duration of time: several weeks

b. Materials: ant colony and/or beehive or
audiovisual aids'

c. Description: 7StUdy an alit or-bee community
either by bringing thed-,into the classroom or by
using pictures and films. Questions could inch 0
(1) Is there- a group? (2) Do they all do the
Work? (3) D6,-they share' anything? (4) Do, they.>
have, similar pioblems? (5) Do they do any activi-
ties together?, : Etc,. J 4)

E.
J .

Learning Objective: Describethings all comunities hav i
comMon: ,

N't-., ':.1,1414
1

) .4., .,

.

1. Learning activity: Problems Right. Here
..

i

A. Duration of tide several; sessions and/or
home assignments.

-b. Materigls: newspaper-articleson commonity
problems

22
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c. Description: After using strategy Build_A City
try,toe-discover.and offer solutions to local
problems. ,Examples; (1) How would you redesign
or' modify your own community? -(2).1./isit'loc41
libra'ry-illook up any plans for community changes..
(3) Our cammunity heeds a super highway, sewage.
treatment plant or nesikhospital. Where would we
locate it? Why or whqpnot? (4) Check newspaper
bring in articles About problems in the communi
06) At home, have children take snapshots of
blight areas, smog, etc.' or draw illustrations
Share with the total class. Compare these pr
Jem'S to other communities. Are they similar?
Different? (6) Invite. speakers, such as 'civi
association president, chairmen. of retail a o- 4,0
'ciation, highway departMent.leadersr etc., to give
_differing views to problems in local community.

How Do These Activities Work For The Gift*?

Effective teaching_of the gifted is not a matter.,Of doing
,different things but of doing things differently. The suggested
activities will .fit into the regular K-3 social studies,curricp-.

lum but will-Add a little something extra for gifted Children.
What, specifically?

0

The. basic 'idea .in Prop Box-;to introduce vocations and to
provide symbolic representations of vocations -isti activity
which most. kindergarten'teachers have used for many years.
-Howeven, what this does,is provide awide variety of ways of
using, combining, and recombining ideas. As uch, it is ideally
suited for the gifted, for it develops what s called "ideational-
fluenc ," the capacity to-extend ideas easil d rapidly. Note,
too, t a ig Step is a fairly conventional a ivity. But, note
also that itprovkdes a chancefor the very bright to find new
patterns,'_to "cook up". new ways of looking at thingsOpto devise
new relationships and to see novel correlations. While "normal"
.children-can handle the assignment in We Are Special, gifted if
children should,be encouraged not ovily to make up their own
sentences, but also to create entire`grarriieS. Problems.Right

. . Here utilizes the gifted Childes.capacity to go beyond identi-
1-irrig a community probleM. He/she can take advantage of a nurtur-.

i,ng environment to invent solutions. These activities are "open-
ended" because they provide opportunities four- gifted chil<lsen to
deN.fise, Creaft and invent. Finally, throughbutioll these activi-
ties we encourage teachers to make use of the gifted child's
unique capacity to synthesize and summarize individual Class
members' centributiotns.

4.

,e
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II. GRADES 4-6

In the fourth; fifth and sixth grades a common solal
studies objective centers around the themes of our national 4

heritage and geography. ,Specifically, these three grads empha-
size the history of state, nation-and North American continent
add such geographical concepts as time and place. In addition to
these themes, "there are certakl.topics. The suggested topic of
the fourth grade is Indiana History; the fifth grade, American
and Canadian history; and 'sixth'grade, Latin AMerican and Western
European history. Emphasis in fhe'se, gmades should be on informer=
tier' processing skills--involving, for 'instance, interpreting
research, maps, globes, and time lines.' In addition to informa-
tion processing skills are those associated with-the valuing
process. Finally the attitudes emphasized in the Indiana Guide-
lines ane critical.. thinking about our heritage And the.develop-
ment of a positive Ittirude toward the idea of etoiogical and
geographic oneness of the world.

''1 Given these themes, topics, skills, and attitudes, the
folloT.34ng activities seem. appropriate for the gifted.

GOAL: Develop'a knowledge ,base for understanding the,eyer-
WaTiging relationship between human beings and their environ-
mentpast, present,,and future.

A. Learning Objective: List some of the group's that
'teenagers and adults form in their culture.

1, Learning activity: Kids Belong

a. Duratiod'oI time: 'several sessions

'b. Materials: 'se below *it

c Description: Students identify gr,oUp
membership and group behavior. Wha,t,groups do
students belong to?

-(1) List on chart groups the students belong to such
Girl and Boy Scouts, pen pals, swim

clubs, baseball teams, gymnastics teams; SCA,
church organizations, sump clubs, 411, etc.

(2) .Make a bulletip board'of clubsor groups
listing the major goals, qualifications,
achievements, and reasons for joining the
club.

(3) Students may "invent" their own clubs'or ,

..- / groups. Have students make a symbol , estab-

.
fish qualifications for membership, and set
up goals for their club. They mdy mdkc
posters advertising reason, why other t.u-

.
dents should join their group.

2 /1
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2. Leaing activity: Grown-ups Belong

-a. Duration of time:, several days

b. Materials: questionnaire (included)

(c
. Desciiption: Interviiew parents/neighbors

to find the groups that they belong to using,
the following interview sheet:

Community:IntervieviSheet

(1) Name- of group or club.,
(2) Qualifications for this group.
(3) Why did you join this group?,
(4) Whatare the goals, of the group?
(5), Are you an active member of this

group?
(6) Are there any special signs or

symbols for this group? If so,
draw the symbol.

b 4 I

B. Learning Objective: Build a concept model of change
by enumerating some ranges that occurred in early New
England society stressing the roles and contributions
of-several famous New England leaders.

1. Learning activity: Who Am I?

e)
st

a, Duration of time: several'sessions

b. / Materials: none

c. Description: Play a game called "Who Am I?"
Procedure #1: (Entire Class)'- The
dren could look up facts abo ,ut early
Americans and 'write sh rt resumes about
incidents in their li Examples:

(1 I am a silvepsmit . I am noted for
a famous ride. Who am I? (Paul
Revere)

-/

(2) Women were not supped to question .

things. I spoke-out against Puritan
rule. Who am I? (Anne Hutchinson)

0 Learning Objective:. Identify some westward routes and
describe the role that transportation and communication
played in settling the West.

25
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. Learning activity: .Communications Come 16,1ete

.r

4.

1".

Duration of time: a week or more

Materials : none '

Description:'

(1) List types of communicati ns.

-. Example of 'List

talking . intercom
letters ° tape recorder
telephone radio
ivy Express . smoke signals

legraph . TV
telstar (satellite) transatlantic cable

(2) 'Have each student make a time line as to when
.these forms of communication were used.

(a) Have the students make a'ist of the
chronological order in which they think
these forms of communication were devel-
oped..

. ,

(b) They would have to look in reference
books to find out dates. Some may not
be dated (for example, smoke signals).
You could assign approximate time peri-
ods such as before 1700, 1700-1750,
etc.

(c) After fdoing the research they could make
7,a comparison of actual time and their
hypotheses.

(3) Have each,stuwlent choose one.form'of com-
.munieation and make a riddle -type statement
about it. The, others guess what kind' of

!,communication is represented. Example: I go
overland. No onecan see my message. I am
very dashing. What am I? (telegraph),

(4) Students could also.do pantomimes of communi-
.cation systems.

(5) You are in the' advertising- business and want
everyone to use,your form of communication.

!Write an advertisem t for a magazine that
might convince othe s to use your system.
Draw a pieture,to g with it.

26
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(6) 'Communications with a future: Be an inventor.
--, Design a new form ofcommunication.° Draw a

picture or make a model of'your invention.
. .

Give it a name, tell what it is made from,
how it works, and what it will cost to operate.

D. Learning Objective: Explain how humans differ from other
forks of.qife considering their ability to adapt, to use
language,, and to make use of tools:

1. Learning activity: Who'Weeds Words?

a. Duration of time: one session

b. Materials: none

. c. Description:

Children can study forms, of writing such as
marking areas with stones to identify. places,
.cave writings or drawings, other forms of
picture writing, etc.' Then, as and activity,
the children can compose picture messages and
,exchange with another student to see if it
can be read correctly.

Examples:

. (1) eft,.

(2).

.

(I see a dog.)

1. las 1

,,-WQ01

OA garden needs
rain and sun.)

E. Learning Objective: Describe forms ofsocial control used
in medieval society (church, class structure,' etc.) and
compare and contrast with means used in American society
today:.

1. Learning activity: Keep 'the Faith

a. Dmration of time: several sessions

b. Materials: use "Petsonal Contrast"

c. Description: List the fears.that dominated
life in medieval society. Compare and Con- .

,trest with fears today.'

I.
List the ways fears were overcome in medieVal'
society. Compare andontrast with waits of Over-
coming fears 'today.,
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The dominating factor in medieval life was the inter-
dependencY among people. Each per-son was subject to
strict obligations of both a legal and religious nature
in exchange for.something of value.

If you worked for a lord, you. would. expect the lord to
provide protection and core in exchange for that work.
The .relationship of the church to the serf was built on
future deliverance from a'life of hardship through.

N obedience to church and commandments of God. Every
citizen, no matter what his status, was bound together
with others in obligatory arrangements.

1,

To sense the power of this interlocking relationship,.
try writing some'"personal contracts" between your
parents and yOurself, your teacher and,yourself,
society and yourself.

PERS6NAL CONTRACT

My respo9siblIty to

Time: ,

r 4

responsibility

to me.

What benefits are derived from this?

What difficulties exist with such "personal con-
tracts?"'

A

GOAL: Develop an understanding andgappreciation qf.beliefs,
values and behavior patterns: /

i

A. Learning Objective: Use a valuing process to examine orne'p,
own values.

1. Learning activity: Me, Myself and I

a. Duration of time: several Weeks

b. Materials: attached

.c. Description: Six'strategiesVfor selk-inventory:.
relating interests and abilities to careers.

Stiategies:*.

(1) Students exwlore the "help wanted" section of
the newspaper want-ads. They take stock of

28
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their own skills and abilities and select one
of the ads to which they woylcr like to respond.
Students then write an ad highlighting thein
personal abilities in an effort/to "sell"
themselves to the prospedtive employer.

(2) Hold a brag session! Many' students who are
reluctant to verbalize their personal strengths
find they can do.so in a command brag session.
Example: "I'm,the.greatest
because I'm so good at

a

Students share a special interest or hobby
with the class and then brainstorm. about
careers which would.be related.

Each student describes a friend with no
reference to his name, physical character-
istics or clothing. Interests, abilities and
personality should be stressed. These descrip-
tions can be used in a "guess who" situation.

(5) Each student submits a list of his interests.,
Lists are circulated.and each student signs
his name under those items which also reflect
his interests. Sharing in this way empha-
sizes Common interests and individualities.

tat

(6) This activity should be optional.as it pub-
licly- proclaims the individuality of a,student

'involved. Provide a display area. Title the
area orbulletin board: "This is (Name of-
Student)." Students might sign up on a
rotational 'basis to ve'the area- and display:
objects representative of their present
interests. The student may also make a self'
portrait or collage using objects reflecting
their interest.
Examples: Interest in

Mechanics--wheels for eyes

Botany--seed portrait

Sexing -- button, spool, thread

2. Learning activity: Are We Alike?

a. Duration,of time: one sepssion

b. .Materials: 3 x 5 cards orpaper

4
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c. Description:
Give each studentfour file cards to cut
in half so each student has eight cards.(or
cut paper.so each student has eight pieces of equal
size).

.

Discuss values, those things that a/e most important
to you and that you like the best. List eight of
the class's most important values on the board.
Have students write values on cards (one value from
board on one card, eight v44ues- -eight cards).
Have students stack cards tn order of importance
(Most important on top):

Compaievranking with a pArtner: 'Does your value
arrangement look like that of your partner's?
What did you find out about yourself and your
'partner?

4

Value examples:

making money
being a Leader
honesty
getting good grades
nice clothes

family
friends
soloactiyities
time
looking like- friends

' (not beint conspicuous)

Why are your values different from your friend's values?

o'

k
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LeIrning activity: Namenicks.

a. Duration of'time: one session

Materials: included

c. Description: Hive student fill in the missing
letters

I C
N R Ai

T
.

S -U P. v
,

E :R P _M P N. A
L , I E M Y AN B
L M E
I U, N S S, T S R 0 E
G S D T 11.1 E I N.
E I L I 1! R V E°TIIE - li.

T R I 4 A 0
T C L 0 l U -

I E 0 U -S

S V /. S .

- 4 . ,T E .'

. R ..

P 0' 16 E D 0 It G E 0 if S
S-T D\EINT S l'IOUSI:ANN R C 0 K

S' H
.

0 T
.* A R D E N E R

.0 R 0 0.N' R
(

B. Learning Objective: Examine several decisionr,makingMitua-.
tions and-state how the beliefs of the participants affected
the decision. Learning,Activity:. Questionnaire

p
ti

0
Ask someone your own age or older about an iMpo 'ant
decision he/she had to make. Ask the folilowi clilestions
and, if you wish, add some of your own.

1. What was one very important deciion you had
to makd? At

2. What was easy about the, decision?

3.' What was dilfictilt about the deciSion?
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4. Mhat were some of the different ways' ,

you could'have solved the problem or
made the decision?

r

,

5. Which:way did you finally decide? Why.
didn't you choose another way?

6. What did you learn about decision-making from
this ,activitS7?

ti

How Do These Activities Work For The Gifted?

PLEASE NOTE that Kids Belon and Grown -ups Belong are
des'igned to encourage TETf ow of unique ideas. For example,
Grown-ups Belong, with its emphasis on symbols, encourages
symbolic manipulation, an interest orthe gifted. Who Am I?,
with its emphasis on role-playing, is designed not only to pro-
mote original responses but an appreciative audience as well.
Communioations Come Alive also works' on a nurturing environment
by generating many aTtdgfferent ideas, and encouraging original
speculation. Who Needs/ Words encourages an original approach to
symbol invention, iiidT7iH7flirs respect, fits in with one of the
strengths of the, gifted. ..,Keep the Faith is a fairly complex
activity designed to promote speculaT&H and should appeal to the
gifted.

Me,. M self and I generates ideational fltiency through the
listing of i eas. -The acXivity.calls for risk-taking, specula-
tion, on Wen-ended ideas and evaluation --all of which the gifted
find intriguing. Are We Alike asks for rank ordering of.values
and, therefore, the.process of evaluation. The com-
parison of yalues'also involves.a certain amount of risk.
Namenicks involves students in ideational fluency-- students have
to come up with reasoabl,e labels and descriptions of themselves
based on letters in their pames. This Activity(also constitutes
a puzzle and therefore involves problem-solving. Finally, the
questionnae called ? involves a direct analysis of the decision
making process, an enterprise which ought to prove Absorbing to
all children, gifted and "normal."

III. GRADES 7-8

In the seventh and eighth grades, the themes of social
studies continue emphasis upon human geographic, political,
social, And economic institutions.. The topics through which
these themes are developed include seventh grade global 4studies
with special emphasis upOn the Middle East,'Africa,.Asia,.an
Soviet Union. In'eighth.grade American History, the themes
realized through emphas.ision the 19th Century. Positive attitudes
that should be- emphasized are those which reflect a multi-ethnic
and interdependent AmeriCan society. Skills,to be developed are
those concerned with information processing and valuing. .

Following arestijlustrations of activities -that, are consis-
rent with the charqcteritics of gifted, and With the themes,
topics, skills, and attitudes just umerated.

36*
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7th GRADE GLOBAL.STUDIES

GOAL: Develop a kDowledge Gaise for understanding the ever-
. changing relationship between human beings and their environmer4:

past, present, and future.
. .

A. Learning Obj.ect-ive: Recognize geographic concepts
(location, habitat, etc.) and/or historical concepts
(conflict, change, etc.): relate these concepts to selected

. .content examples.

1. Learning activity: Dateline, The. World

a.. Dtration of time: open

b.. Materials: world map on bulletin hoard
paper tags
felt tip pen
tacks

c. .Description:
This activity may help staent.s explore the concept
of place and relative location.

Students are a's_igned/ to cut Out newspaper
and /or magazine articles with datelines from
around-the world.

(2) _A\large world map is placed on the bulletin
board.

(3) Students are to discuss briefly'their arti-
cles and then identify the dateline by writ-
ing it on a paper tag and tacking it to its
proper location on the world map.

44) At the end of the lesson all places should be
listed in the students' notebooks and categor-
ized according to-continents.

(5) This list of places may then be translated' into
latitude and longitale worksheets; first by
categorizing them according to quadrant, and
then by zeroing'in on exact measurement.

. 2. Learning aLivity:' :rhe'Shrinking World

Duration of time: open.

b. Materials: "TWA Announces. the AVantic
River"
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c. Description:
Introduce the lesson by having students study,
the TWA advertisement. .1-lave them attempt to
link the ad to the question, "Why World
Studies?"

The lesson of the "shrinking world" can be
further developed by measuring distances in
terms of time instead of space. Assume you
can:

-walk three miles in an hour.
-travel by ship 20 miles in an hour.
-travel by car 50 miles-in an hour.
-travel-by plane'500 miles in an hour.

The distance from Washington, D.C. to New
York City is about 200 miles. State how far
it is from Washington to New York in hours:
-'on foot'
-by car
-by plane

The distance from New York City to London,
England is about 3,475 miles. State how far
it is from New York to LondOn in hours:

nby'ship
by plane

There is no place on earth more than 12,500
miles from any other place. Assume that
you are traveling by plane and rephrase the
above statement in terms of hours. (At 500
miles per hour, no place on earth is more

4 than 25 hours from any other place.)

Prepafe an itinerary for a trip to a foreign
country. Contact travel agent for information..
Plan sites to see1511-avel time, and expen.5es.

O

B. . Learning Objettive: Generalize about the 40,development,
expansion, and/or decIipe of selected cujotures in terms
of their patterns of development; consider such factors
as geographic features, population growth and density,
and energy, resources in formulating the generalization(0.

1.1

1. Learning activity; The Roman Empire is Finished

a. Duration of time:.. open

b. Materials/ tape recorder (optional),
video tape (optional)

34
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c.. Description;
"Bulletin!.,ne Roman Empire Is Finished!" _Good,
day, friends. This is your rovini reporter,
(name), at station (name). Authoritatfve"; sources
have confirmed that the Roman Empire is finished.
Here with an on -the -scene interview of Romans ,in
the street is (name).

"Tell me sir/madam, why do'you think Rome fell?"

Have students investigate the decline*of the Roman '
Empire and'complere this radio or'TV program.
Their presentation may takg the form .skit,
tape recording, or video tApe.

(Variation: Roman survivor has be-
Conduct interview with survivor
of Roman Empire.)

.2. trIT-nitg activity: Mythlandia

a. Duration of #fme: open

d.

ing decline

b. Materials: "Mythlandia" description.(attachl

c. Description:
.

The following information in the form of answers-
to geographic questions deals.with a mythical
country, Mythlandia. Your job will be to try to
determine as much as possible the way of life

'(culture) of.this mythical country. You are
encotraged to speculate, but you should be able to
defend any conclusion which ou make on the basis
of the evidence provided.

Suggested topics for investigation include family
pattefns, technology, language, recreation, -govern-
ment, education, philosophy, history, etc?

. MYTHLANDIA-
What is the region like?

A. What is its topography? 7

Bounded by water on one side'. -Largely A
plains area with some rolling,iills. Several
navigatae rivers.

B. What the climite? Largely temperate. Warm .

summer's and cool winters. Four definite
seasons. Forty inches of rainfall.pee'year.



C. _-HoL big is it? About .l times the size' of New
York State. Contains about 23 million people.
Population density is about 387 per square
mile.

. /
D. -'What physical changes are taking place? Less

and lees land is devoted to agricultu A
major river is developing a large del t
its mouth. 41

../
.

II. What effect does the nature of the region have,on
the way people live?

A. ,,How do they make a liVing?
. Labor force = 7 million:

42% in industry
23% in ship building, transportation

and trade .

18% in public services
7% in agriculture
5% in mining
5%'in other fields

Unemployment 25,000 or 3.4%

B. .What kind of'shelter and clothing do they
-use?

Wooden frame and brick houses. 'A variety of-
European and American style clothing.

C. What'changes and adaptations haveTheen'made
in rel4tion to the naturg of this region?'
Utiliiedivriver water forrpower. Mined much
of the iron, coal and other minerals. Widened
and deepened- harbor- areas.

III. Why do people in this region live where they do?'

A. Where are the population-cetters,?
Along the Poast and at the mouths of
the rivers.

B. Are there any patternS of population movement?
Gradual tjend from the countryside to
urban areas.

C. What
'3

are the changes in size of the
population?

Steady growth:
196QJ'" 18,500,000
1461: 20,700,000
1966: 23,000,000
Life span = 71.2 years,

36.
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3. Learning activity: Traditional Political Instability
in Latin America

.-
a. Duration of tithe: open

b.* Materiils: none

C. DISCriPtiOn.
4 .

Plan an'informal debate on this topic: The conai-
ticins that often.enable a military junta to-over-
throw a Latin AmericarregoeenmenI by coup d'etat.
,or revolution arelpeing eliinated slowly today.
Among the reasons that might be discussed are the

4 following: illiteracy, inadequate transportation,
facilities, large-plantations and absentee land-

"

ownership, little colonial experience ieself-
governdent, dominant position of the military group,
one-product economies, lack of a middle c

owed to
lass,

instabi ty and inf,Lated currency', debts
the Un ed States and European countries, and lack

il

.of local political experience because -c control
4- by the 'c government, Adequate treatment of

this.topic-Will.require considerable ,reading in
recentbooks,:cUrrent Periodicals.and newspapers..

.

C. .Lek-ning Objective: Recognize that cultural universals
.(i.e., shelter, foodociidaization, family orgliniAa-
tion, taw) take different formlin'various cultures 0
and change with ti e.

'

r
1.' Learningity: yords: dom1 i

a. Duration of time: one4A two sessions

(z.

b. Maierials: ""African Prouvbs"
.

c. - Description: .
,Peoptes ar d the world often express accepltd
",words Of wis m" in the form of proverb's or.IF
short sayings.

Afte4examining the African proverbs:

(1) rdentify those which are exactly l ike American
..proverbA'or sayings and attempt.. t* explain
this-likeness.

(2)- *Where,a proverb can be made to be like'an
Americansprovrb or say g simply by'chang-
ing a deAcriptivg.word- two, but not the
idea, change the word(s) and attempt to
explain why Africans andAtherioans might use
'different wording.

4
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(3) Identify those proverbs which are different
from American proverbs, or sayings and attempt
to explain this difference.

(4) Rewtitf some of the proverbs frork the point
of view of a Chinese or an Indian person.

AFRICAN PROVERBS

(Compiled by Leslau and LeM.au,t'
Peter-Pauper Press)

AS TI: One falsehood spoils a thousand truths.

The ruin of a nation begins in-fhe homes
s. of'its people. .

When yqu follow the path of your father
you learn to'walk like him.

44

She is like a road - pretty, butcrooked.CAMEROON:

'CONG0-:

Rain does'not fall on one roof alone:

The teeth are sthilingo, bnt-is the hear

You do not teach the paths of the fotest
toan old gorilla.

No matter how, long the, night, the day is
sure to come. .

ETHIOPIA: One who recovers from a siokness forgets
about God.

When spider webs unite., they can tie up
a lion.

Where there is no shame,there is no honor.
44,

ETHIOPIA ,

* GALLA: What one hopes for is-always better than
what one has.

GHANA: If there were no elephant in the jungle, the
buffalo would' be the great animal.

GUINtA: One camel does not make fun of the.other
camel's'hump.

ENYA: r He who is unable to dance says that the
. yard is stony.

38
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How Do These Activities Work With The Gifted?

While Dteline The World deals with a conventional activity,
that is,..longitude,latitude, location, etc-.., it is possible to
eXtend it to the gifted: Most children wi'l locate articles with
datelines in London, Moscow, Paris, and well-known world capitals;
whereas gifted students Will probably look for news articles from
Lagos, Beersheba, Seychelles, Alam Ata and other more obsoure
places. The mathematics involved in The Shrinking World is
fairly straight forward, as is the intent. However; we can
expect gifted 4ildren to bring some originality to the activity
-by extrapolating and speculating about the distance-time ratio.
The Roman Empire is Finished, while dealing with a conventional
topic - -t e decline and fall of Rome lends itself to,complexity, -

analysis, comparison and speculation; for gifted children will
not only deal with causes, they are likely to want to talk about
the philosophical meaning of "cause." Mythlandia involves'the
making:of inferences and asks students to speculate, use evidence,
defend conclusion4 and employ other abstract thought processes
that are congenialtckgifted students. Traditional Political
Instability in LatinlAmericeis another activity which deals with
an inherently complex problem. The ictivity'requires the-use of
evidence and the analysis of categories of meaning,'requires
reading of current periodicals and Other texts, and thez.efore
makes use ofthe gifted child's larger fund of informatta44
Finally, Words.of Wisdom engages not only the gifted child but r-
all children's.c4rTZiff.. This remarkable activity involves the
comparison 'of proverbs,. BegiRning with African proverbs, students
are encouraged ,to identify similarprwerbs from other cultures
and to speculate on the cultural reasons for the similarity. The
possibilities of this activity--with its emphasis on analysis,
cultural puzzles and open-ended speculation--are literally infinite.

f
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,GOAL: Develop a knowledge base for understanding the ever-
dpnging relationship betWeen human beidgs and their environment:past, present, and future.,

a
A. , Learning Objective: Identify the .causes and effects

$ of the Civil-War. 1. .

$th GRADE AMERICAN HISTORY-

1. -:Learning-, activity: I Urge You...

a. Duration of time: ''-one or two sessions
1

,. b. Mattrials: blank' Western Union telegrams'
(or facsimilies) , .

I

c. Description t

(1) Hand out telegram forms to the class.

(2)1 Instruct the students to select some
individual from the Civil War era and write'a
telegram to that perSon which begins: J URGE
YOU TO...

Example: The student could urge Abraham
,- Lincoln to declare all slaves free.

,(3) After writing telegrams., have students read
"them aldud.

'Telegrams could be used for a bulletin board
display:

Learning activity: What's'in,a Name?
y.

-

a. Duration of time: one or two sessions

.

aerials: pape r and pentil, list of titles for
:::

e Civil W. (see below)
..,,,,.

.

.

.
,

,,t4, testription:
(1) Make the following list of titles given

to the Civil War available fo the students
(use'ditto sheets, transparency or chalk,
board)%gi

(a) The Second American ilvplution
(b), Mr. Linc.oln's'War
(c). The Brother's War..

4 (4) The Great Rebellion '
(e) The War for SouthernLndependente
,(f) The War for Sth,tes Rights.
(g) The Lost Cause
(h) The Yankee Invasion

( (i) (Any others you may Wish to add)`

14
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(2) Ask the students to list two or three,reasbn:\Nk
whyeach of the above titles was given to the
Civil War.

\ (3). Follow up activity could'be done with a class
discussion or a chalkboard summary.'.

B. ,.Learning Objective: Examine (the status of blacks priof to
and during the Civil War, and compare and paara*st the
status and role of blacks prior to; during, and after REcon-
struction.

)

1. , beaffiing activity: "Jim Crow and Yoi*-

,

a. DucOlon of t . one or two sessions

b. Materials: elections on Jim Crow ?aws,
a student-made list of daily activities

Suggested recli'ngs:

The Reign of Jim CroW\lAgP)
r

lmpfct of Our Past (McGraw Hill)

Promise of America (Vol. 2, Scott Fdresman) *

c. Description:
(1) Ask Students to compile a list of

activities they might experience during
a typical day. (Example: riding a-bus
to school, buying lunch in the cafeteria.)

(2) After' reading about Jim Crow'laws, ask
students to review their list and iden-
tify in some way'those activities that
would have been affected if the Same,
Jim Crow laws applied to them today.

(3) A reaction discussion on the students'
feelings about Jim Crdw laws could follow.

-(4) A coordinated activity could include posters,
pictures,.w.ritten,articles, etc., or Jim Crow
laws and segregation.

2. Learnting Activity:- What Is Africa?

a. Duration of time: one session

b. Materials: photographs of Africa, maps of
-Africa, topographical and cultural source
material on Afri,ca

*1
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c:\ Description:
(1) Ask the students'tokwrite five words that

they think best describe ttelr---itapres-
'sion of"what Africa is like.

(2) Write the '5,tudeni responses on. the Chalk-, board and categorize them.
4

(1) Display pictures of Afr4ca and use the
maps to determine the accuracy of the

. students' impressions.
nib

(4) A follow-up discussion could deal with
.reasons why so many misconceptions about
Africa exist even today.

3. Learning activity: An Inch in Time .

a. Du,-ration of tim4t three or four sessions

b. Materials: sourzes on major legislation
affecting'blacks, large piece of butcher
paper for timeline

c. Description:
(1) Furnish the students with the important

legislation hat'-has affected blacks.

(2) Have students research the origin and
meaning of the various legislation.

(3) Ask students to illustrate the legislation
which can later be plaod on a 'large timeline
located conspicuously in the learning area.

(4) Select the best ideas or illustrations to be
drawn on ehe timeline or cut out and pasted.

(5) After completion of the timeline, discuss
with the students the impact of the legisla-
tion.

(6) Have students draw conclusions.

4. Learning'activity.i, Jobs Available

a. Duration of time: one to three sessions

Materials: magazine pictures of people attheir
jobs or positions

c. Description:
(1) Collect, or'have students ,collect, over

a period'of time magazine pictures that.
illustrate, obs or positions.

42
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(2) Mount or post p/aures for students to work
with.

(3) Have students determine at whit point in time
they thinklike occupations or positions would
have been available ta blacks, (Examples of
pictures: pdliceman, doctor; butler, porter,
congressman)"

(4) Follow up activity by having students re-
examine pictures to see what jobs are easily
or readily accessible to blacks today-and/or
which ones are.held predominately by 'blacks.

C. Learning Objective: Using the "salad bowl" and "melting
pot" theories, choose the one which most accurately describes
American society and justify your choice.

1. ,Learning activity: I Am_An American

a. Duration of time: one al- two sessions

b. Materials: none

esrlptAxm.
(1) Brainstorm with the students on the topic' of

"I Am An American" discussing what ideas,
symbols, etc., are a representation-of an
"American."

(2) Following the brainstorming session assign
each student to use some medium, of expression
to present his/her petsonal idea of
what an "American" is. Some possibilities:

2
'(a) poem
(b) song

ketch
(d) essay

4

(e) drawings
(f) pictures!
(g) biographical sketch
(h) letters

(3): Provide an opportunity for the students to
share their ideas. .

(4) A'follow-up discussion could focus on whether
or not there are certain general,character-
iA&cs which the class agrees on.

2. Learning activity; "Who, Where, Was, When, I ? ".

r

a. Duration of time: one or two sessions

b. Materials: list of names of immigrants
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pa. Description:
(1) Provide the student4with a list of the

. original names of geveral famous people who
have .changed their names.'

(2) Ask the students to identify who these people
are and, if possible, complete the jollowing
in chart form:

C . .

I.

WHO , WHERE WAS WHEN
New Name - Where they or Original When,did they
Occupation their family name . or their family

'Came from come to the U.S.?

Examples:
Samuel Goldfish - New name-- Sam Goldwyn_
Steve Marciszewski - New name - Ed Muskie
Theodore Anagno8topoulos - New name -
Spiro Agnew
Cornelius McGillicutty - New'n'ame - Connie Mack

D. Learning Objetive: Discus's causes and possible sclru-
tions to the major problems facing America in the 1980's.

1. Learning activity:. Toll, Poll

a. -DUration of time: open/

b. Materials: .none

\.

c. .DescriptiOn:
. (1) Survey your community for examples of

,pollution and rubbish accumulatidh.

(2) Record *your findings in some manner .(photos,
slides, tapes of noise):
,

(a) 'the exact location sf the pollution'
. . , * .

:
r (b) its nature and extent'

4 (3) -Make a presentation to your classmates ..

(4) Set up a school display

and/or .

(5) Contact local officials.

(6) Determine what local agencies are responsible
for the environment and what action they-are
taking. ''/

(7) Ntduct a clean-uvenvironmentai edutation
campaign in your school or community.
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How Do These Activities Work With The Gifted?'

I Urge You will involve gifted children in some risk - taking
and unusual FiTcumstanc'es. While normal children will say >I,

1. 'urge Abraham Lincoln .to free the slaves," onecAn reason4bly
expect gifted children to urge the appointment-of Grane"a
general-with a superior sense of economic warfare - /as General of
the Army of the Potomac in 1861. The use of conventional cate-
gories in What%s In A Name is a standaisd teaching strategy, but

\...one can expect bright children to invent justifications for
Categories that are, likely to go well beyond the conyAntional
response. One-can hardly predict what gifted child
will do with Jim Crow and You which asks for a contemporaly,
application olegregafion---Ews. At the very.lcast, gifted,
students will go beyond.expressing feelings and deal Withsome of
the complex-reasons for racism, discrimination, bigotry, etc.;
some will want to compare our experience with that of South
Africa.

, It is quite possible that bright students, who tend to be '

better informed and possess'a larger fund of general informa-
tion, will not fall' into the traps that average students will.
That is, they are likely not to share all of the stereotypes dhd
misperceptions "of Africa that will be elicited in What Is Africa?
In any event, the built-in puzzles and the complexity involved in,
demystifying Africa should prove-attractive teeverydne.0 Almost
the same processes are involved in An Inch In Time, which.asks
studerits to delve into the social origins of anti- black, post-

Civil WAr legislation. Bright students' will enjoy the complexity
of distinguishing betwfen authentic and accurate historical
interpretation and "folk wisdom."` I Am An American not only
involves a great many techniques, it also reqUires the production J

of unique ideas and ilivolves'the gifted in synthesizing 40

2r\ conventional notion: immigrants tend to change tFeir names to ;-

sharing their knowledge. Who, Where,Was, When, I begins with a

sound more "American." However, the gifted will enjoy iesearch-
,ing, discussing and analyzing the reasons for the. Anglicization.
of "foreign" names. The inherent. cultural puzzles here ought to
be truly absorbing. Poll, Poll should appeal to the entire
class. The gifted wiTTRotORTy enjoy all of the different
activities--interiyiewing, setting up digtlays, presenting reports,
etc.--they will Also enjoy devising novel solutions to complex
social problems.

,./

/
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IV. GRADES 9-12 ,

The central theme of :-thy course offeri in grades, 9-12 is
human processes. This theme is, subdivided into the study of

, human culture and institutions. This further accomplishedY.
through such to ic asI11.5. history, U.S. government, African
studies, anthropology, Asian studies, citizenship,.current prob-
lems, early world civilizations= economics, ethnic studies,
introduction to social science,. Latin American studie`,
modern world civilizations, psychology, sociology, urbap studies,
values and issues, western civilization and world geography. The
attitudes to be emphasized throughout these topics include appre-
ciation for man, human achievement and culture. Skills to be ,..,

'developed throughout this phase of the social studies curriculum-
as a continuation, of the'same skills-that have been-presumably
emphasized in earlier grades--are information processing and -

valuing. The following are illustrations of activities that are
consistent with the characteristics of-tite- gifted, with a nurtur-
ing envi,Tonment, and with the themes,;topicv skills mid attitudes
noted.

ti
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WORLD HISTORY

/-'\ GOAL: Develop a knowledge base for underst?nding the ever-
changing relationship between human beings land their environment,
past, present, and future.

A. Learning Objective: Explain and evAuate how resources
are allo&ted and utilized in selecieecNsocieties.

1. -Lea.rning ActiNiity: Resources apd Priorities

a. Duration of time: one or two sessions

b. Materials: "Report on TaMbovia". (attached)

c. Description': dr
A simple chart can be used when trying to make
comparisons between two societies and their respec-
tive utilization of natural resources.

NATURAL

HUMAN

CAPITAL

RESOURCES HOW ALLOCATED

Land
Minerals

,-1ne might use this chart, to record dau collected
rom other charts, diagrams, maps, alAnacs,

geography books, etc.

After completing the chart, discuss the' basic
problems and needs of the individual ciety under
study (such as Tambovia).

-4-

(1) Isthe country utiliiing its, resources4
! ..effectively?

,

() Does the country have adequate supplies of
resources, skilled' laborers, natural mineral
wealth and the financial baCking to indus-
trialize?

-
(3) What, system or priority seems to exist in

this country when the resources allocation
and utilization question arises? Does this
cause any roadblocks to the development of"
this country?
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REPORT-OW TAMBOV IA-
...

The following report was issued to advisors of the Tambovian
government. It is based on a United Nations survey.

,
As a result of investigations it was found that the popula-

tion of Tambovia is 75 percent rural and 25 percent urban. The
new regime seems-,to be popular, especially among the rural popu-

-lation but Tambovian peasants are not kriown for loyalties to
governments'which tax them heavily but offer little assistance
(as has been true in. the past). Popular support could change
depending on the record of the new government. With progress in
communication faciliOes in the past.ten'years, some ideas of
change 'have entered Lhe villages, except in the northwest where
tribal chieftains are still much in control. /

-',The most serious problems are found among the peasantry.
Tambovia is still largely an agricultural country, and its
largest industry is the canning of food-grown on large and effi-
cient plantations in the northeast part of the country. The
northeast is thus the most modern area of the country. The
plantations are connected by modern roads and use large, very
expensive,-machines. In addition, food is processed in modern
canning factories. Hoi.:ever, the plantation workers are suffering
from extreme poverty; they own no land, resent the ;plantation
owners, and are poorly motivated'to work.

Much of the remainder of the country is in large wheat farms
owned by wealthy landlords. The tenants are very poor and unpro-
ductive. Virtually all. people outside the cities are illiterate.
Local bandits are a serious problem in the countryside.

There is a small but loyal and well equipped. army. There is
a good civil service in the cities:but the educated officials do
not wantq.o work in the villages.

, There is a serious cholera epidemic in the northwest among
tribes who refuse to be inoculated.

1-What programs should be started? Which should be
done first?
-What obstacles are likely to appear? How might you deal
with them?

B. Learning'Objective: Analyze and evaluate the origin and
impact of industrialism and urbanism on 20th century emerg-
ingpnations.

1. Learning activity: Global Independence

a. Duration of time: one session

b. Odtevials: none



2

0

Des it s u ydf--
regions'Of the world to recall examples of ,

economic interdependence. Ask-each pupil to
volunteer one Or two examples. A master list may
be compiled from the co4ributions of class members.
From an examination of efle list and from previous'
study, have pupils anAwer these questions:

-Are qere any completely self-sufficient-
groups of people in the world today?

If so,' who and where are they?
-Is thif statement true or falSe? "Tht
higher the standard of riving in a com-

- munity, the greater its economic depen-
dence upon other communities'."

- Are there countries in the world which
could keep at least &-subsistence level of
living if all foreign contacts were cut

,Joff7 Explain.

- What countries would approach a starvation
level within a few days if all foreign con-
tacts were cut off?

.1.

-How would a day in the life of_a pupil in
the class be dMerent if there had been
no United States foreign trade_for the
past ten years?

GOAL: Develop an understanding and appreciation of beliefs,
values and behavior patterns.

A. Learning Objective:, Identify,the ideas, characteristics and
values of important peqple and/or cultures; evaluate the
effect of these ideas on our lives.

1. Learning activity: The. Thinking Person's "It"

a. Duration of time: one session

- b. Materials: none

c. Descriptions One student is selected to be "It"
and thinks of a famous person, dead or alive.
*Adolph Hitler will be used as an illustrative
'example. "It" does not reveal this person's,
identity but does announce to the other members of
the group that "I am thinking of someone whose
last name begins with an W." -

Other-groUp members then take turns asking
questions of,"It" about.people they think,
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of whose last nide/ begin with 11-1'; -For example,
"Did you use a unique method of transportation to
invade Rome?" The proper reply fOr "It" to make

. is "No', I am no inking of Hannibal."

If a g& member can stump "It" (if "It" doesn't
know that HannibA4 invaded Rome), that group
member is allowed to ask one direct yes-ho ques-,
tion-about the'person'"It" is thinking about. For
example, "Is the person you are thinking of a
man?" "It" should reply, -"Yes.'

Play proceeds until a-member orthe group is able
to figure out who the mystery person is. At this
point the group member might ask "It" if the
-person he/she is thinking of was the dictator of
Germany during World War II. "It" must reply,
"Yes, I am thinking Of Adolph Hitler."

The group member ,guessing the
becomes "It" for the next round of play:

2. Learning activity: Gues,Who's Coming to Dinner

a: Duration of 'time: one session

b. MaterialS: ,mone

c. Description;
If you could invite anyon who ever lived ;to your
house for'dinner, who wo d it be? Why? Make up
three questions that you would like to ask this
personl Role play the discussion. r

3. Learning activity: People Watching,

a. Duration of time: one session

.b. Materials: slides pictures of different
people from many periods of hist8ry and
from different countries.

c. .Description:
DIRECTIONS: The following slides-are of different
people from many different periods of history.20
from different countries. As you riewheachlpirde,
you should try to answer the folloOing questions:

4



open -ended speculation ("What addttiohal information, if

ilb
. . ,

\

(1) What kind Of pe4Son<s)' is shown? How impor-
tant i (or are) the person(s)? How do you .

know?

(2)
,

,what .societty did theperson belong? When- .

db_you think he/she lived? Why was his/her
_picture painted or photographed?

(3) -What kind of leadetis shown in each picture?
. ,

How do you think the petson's leadership was
established? What additional information, if.

H. .any, do you need to make sure that you *are _ t
40

.
'correct?

4

;

P .

any,: d/

ir
.(4)- What clues (i.e., pose,.dress,.the presence

of or the lack of otherTersons in the grouiSe
symbols, and insignia) can you fin4win.the
pigtate to support your ideas about die.
de 9ader?.

ft
. . .

(5) How do tfle different people pictured compare
with°ehchother? Which ones' are most.alike?'
Why? 'Which ones -differ most? Support, our

.. answers, Couldhe pictures be grou r

it .:

classified in some way? If so,, by
what standards?

How Do These Activities Work For,The-Gifted?

, true throughout all' activities in Chks ma 1.. pro-
vision is' made' for ,the range of .intellectual .found in
most elassrboms. Rbsources and-Priorities is suitable for
-most stUdents, the emphasis upon open-endeddIspeculation and . -

evaluation Make this especially' adaptable to the gifted. Having
to make judgments about the hypothetical -state of Tambovia should
create.a humber_ofproblelms that are intellectually complex and
will,.therefore, -probabl-y, 413401 to the gifted. 'Similarly,
Global Interdependence appeals to the, gifted student's synthesiz-
IFITEility and his aptitude for speculative, divergent thinking.
The Thinking Person'S"It".attempts to generate puzzles and
mysteries, and also allows the gifted childlto use his broad fund

or

- ?,iof information--derived\from extensive 'reading of-biographies'amt '.-.
,autobiographies. . lk. . A ,

n° *,,

-0
, .1*^5

Guess Wht5's Coming to brnner, alt 'hough simple and brief,
opensr'UFToiopens evaluation a comparisons of values. requiring
support for.value statements and other" complex evaluativeeinteL-
leetual activities. Finally,-PeopleXatchin includes a widei
Vhge'orproceSses--from, STmPle identi tcation and xecall ("TO'
Alit society did the personbelohe"), through analysis ("How dd..

- t diffefent people pictured compare witt each other?"); to . ;, .

you s eed to ,make sure that you are .correct?"). . - -

5].
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PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY OR CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

GOAL: Develop an understanding and,apOeciation of-beliefs,,
values and'behavior patterns. .

_ A. ,Learning Objective: Use a valuing process to examine a
4- histovicalr contemporary issue. .

1; LearAng.Ictivity: Value Conflicts

8

4

f

66

a.1 Duration of time: open
*.

J.

b. MateriaP: none

c. .Description: Often two or more values come
into conflict. For example, belief in fredUom
of speech and belief in nonviolence could
conflict if'a person's speech is believed
clearly to be an incitement to riot wi1th
violence as a clear'and prgsent danger. rn

-exploring-suet.; a value conflict, students
_might, use the following process: ,

'(1) Define the value te0rms'involved and
. their essential characteristics. (.freedom

of speech, nonvielence):

(2) Wentify and state alternatives or
options open to key figure(s) in the -

situation.

Preditt consequences that could happen
to'key fligure(s) dependtpg.on course of
action'he/she-follows. ilkomdde evidence
for prediction.

) -(4). Evaluate consequences that might
result, if the policy in question-

is followed..:Eyaluate consequences
fight of specified criteria (Would

'Consequenses.be desirable?.Why?).

(5) Justify the criteria;
40

.(6) identify a similar situation in which
student was tnv§lved and what happened.

(7)' State what else could have been done in .

the situation".
7

`Any' value conflict may be used: Concorde landing,
envitanmentalists vs government,. Angolan interven-

--tion, etc.
411

.
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2. beaming activity: Bumper Stickers and What You -

Believe

a. Duration,of-time: one of two sessions

'b. Materials: none

c. . Description:
(1) Ask students to, write down.what they

sread on bumper stickers and bring this
list t-to claSs.

(2) Write down the sayings on the board.

(3) Discuss the possible yalues exPressed
on bumper stickers.

Teacher Note: Particularly effective
during a political campaign- in teaching
political theory and issues.

3.

Values
activity: Identifying Current American

.

Duration of timer one or two ssions

b. MatexiaIs: newspapers'

c, Desc
(1)

tion:
,

dents bring current newspaper and
magazine headlines and periodicals to
class

,

(2) What would you ,say Americ valued based ',. .

on these headlines? '(fill in a chart
with VALUES and EVIDENCE IN SOURCE' as

4 column heads. Students Could then , i
compare their responSes.) .'"

,2
hB. Learning Objective: Create a model illustrating how a

religious ideology might develop within a newly emerging
Society: for example Ln the colonization of a distant
planet by inhabitants of different 'worlds. ',

.- .

1. !..Learning activity:' How Religions Develop
-4

a. Duration of'time: open
w

.

. Materials: none
/.,.,.

}
t. Description: ,

A^
t ,

STEP 1. Working alone Or,With classmates,
make a list describing as manY,facetS of
various religions as you can. think of (During
brainstorming ,sessioris ali.ideas are-accepted.).

-



1.

For- ,example:
The concept of man as basically good
or bad .

The concept of .4 single God or many gods

uSel0f.symboric representations (i.e.
Magicalltignificante of numbers)

The use of special buildin gsor places of
4Giorship

The ;espective roles' of men, women and/or
041dren within the religious setting :

The role of music, fire. (i.e..cand1es), water
(i.e, baptism);$rt,(i.e..images), color
(i,e. black 7. funerals; white weddings)'

The concept of reward -16r Punishment

.:The concept of life after death

(Add more of.your own.)

e' '
STEP 2. Select from this list those thidgs
which you feel would be most apt to.meet the
needs of the newly developing society.

STEP 3.' Draw a symbol which woul;rconvey the
central theme of ideology the evolving
religion. See if others can interpret the
purpose- and characteristics,of the depicted
.religion by studying the symbol.

STEP-4. Compare the projedted religious
development to the preSent' Peligious struc-
tures orpract4es. What,differences were
forecasted? What similarities .remain? What
might be the effect of ideologiessuch as' ?'

Communism, FasrisM or Democracy on.the reli-
gious beliefs and practices whi'ch Were tor-

.casted? .

How Do These Activities Work -Fe-r The sifted?'
01.

The clash of values built intoalue Conflicts appeals to
allchildren and especially to gifted students, for this activity,
requires extrapolation, justification of a policy, selection of
.criteria and other complex intellectual activities. Bumper
Stickers and What You Believe, although suitable for ar averdte
child,,giveaEFIghTchild the chance to go beyond simply listing 1

.

A
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and identifying; he/she will find'these activities absorbing
because they enable him/her to dra pot a larger fund of informa-
tion (in this ca-se information ab the culture), and becauge
they encourage value analysis. A fmilar statement could be made
of Identifying Current American Values, for this activitywhich
requires little more than current newspapers and magazines--asks
for speculation and reflection on underlying values. It provides
a complex kind of value issue and is therefore likely to be
absorbing. Finally,,How'Religions Develop appeals to the gifted, ,

child's capacity to analyze the development of religions. .

AMERICAN HISTORY GRADE

GOAL: Develop a knowledge base for understanding the everchanging
relationship between human beings and their environment: past,
present and future.

A. Learning Objective: Identify the effect that several
technological developments have had on-AmericW in the
19th and 20th centuries.

1. Learning activity: Rube Goldberg

a. 'Duration of time: five sessions

b. Materials:. wires, pipes, Wood, and miscellaneous
.4° materials

6

c. Desciiption:'
(1) The basic part of the activity is to'construct

in some part of.the'room or area a "contrap-,
Lion" which is either:

(a) functional

ico non-functfonal

(c) functional in a whimsical way.

r2) An alternative approach would be to have the
teacher quietly add newthings to the "con-
t.raption" from time to-time. Questions from
,students should be,fended off until comple-
tionpf the contraption.

(3) After completion, ask students to submit
explanations on 3 x 5 cards.

(4) A contest could be held for.the most amusing
Qr creative explanations.

-
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.(5) The above can be done using a student or ,

students as the builder, or have any or.all
members of the class add to the creation at
will. It -might be entitled "Ongoirig Monument
to American Technologyt"

(6) Papers oft-its meaning could be 'suggested as
writing exercises.

Learning activity: "Tech Addict"

Duration.of time: one session

Materials: log form ditto

a.

b.

c. -Description: -r-
(1) Distribute log forms'm students and ask.

them to list all the technological deVices
which they used in the last 24 hours.

(2) Rank ordersthese items in terms of personal
neces0.ty.

- n (3) :Optional,- Ask vhe'students to4eprive.'-.
themselves of as many technological devices
as they can-for a 24-hour period. After
they have done this they could express either
orally or in written form their reactions
and feelings.

(4) Ask the students to hypothesize about the
dependency of 20th Century man on technology.

B. Learning Objective: Analyze and evaluate important migration
movements in which, Americans -have been involved (colonial
settlement, immigration, slave importation, western expan-
sion, urbanization): relate causes and effects to the
American character and society.

1. Learning activity: Handlin - Lazarus-
a

a. Duration of,time: one session'

b., Materials:

c. Descr,iptkon:
Consider the following quotes: "Once I thought
to write a history of the imrdigrantS.of America:
Then I discovered that the immigrants were
American bistory.".

--Oscar .Handlin

-e
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1
"Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me:
I lift my lamp beside the golden door.

. ."

--Emma Lazarus /

(1) Do you think Handlin's statement is accurate?
Explain.

(2) Suppose you were an immigrant on your way
to the United States in the year 1890, What
would the poem'by-Lazarus mean to you?
Explain.

(3) What developments in the United States would
have attracted immigraNts in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries?

Learning Objective: Develop criteria for dividing the
history of the United States into major eras, arrange them
-in chronological order, support their distribution into eras
with facts.

-1. -Learning activity: Americ4's Time Line

avt
a. Duration of time: one session

b.. Materials: historical hypothesis (°Ztached)

c Description:
Provide each student with,the following historical_
hypothesis on the rise and fall of nations. This
might be an individual or group assignment. Accord-

.

ing to some historical authorities the following
historical hypothesis characterizes the rise and

'fall of nations. The, average life of the world's_
great civilizations has been 200 yeari. These .

nationsprogressed through this sequenCe:
o

From bondage to spiritual faith... 0
From spiritual faith to great courage...
From courage to liberty...
From liberty to abundance...
From abundance to selfishness...
From selfishness to complacency...
From complacency to ,apathy....
From apathy to ,dependency:..
Ftom dependency, again in bondage.

The United States was 200 years old in 1976. Stu-
dents should attempt to match these descriptions,
with specific time periods pr eyents in American
history. J
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StUdents might be interested inassessing the
validity of the above hypothesis and historical --'

generalization held by some historical authorities.
To what extent do students feel the above sequence
accurately reflect America's history?

Students should attempt to match these descriptions with.specific
time periods or events in American history which they believe the-
author had in mind.

, How Do These Activities Work For The Gifted?

Rube Goldberg probably cpntains more,of the esaeptial ingre-
diepts of an-activity for the gifted than any other activity in
this manual. The emphasis on creating and doing, upon devising
whimsical functions, and upon geneating alternative approaches
to technological use make this activity almost ideal. Tech Addict
also attempts to cr0114e a climate of creativity which is a good ,

thing, not only for the gifted, but fo all children. Note that
Tech Addict involves that combination of speculation, elaborating
ideas and evaluatiOn which seems to appeal to gifted children.
The same is true of Handlin-Lazarus: by combining an almost
exaggerated historical,judgment by historian Oscar Handlin with
the famous poem by Emma -Lazarus, 'students have the raw materials
for a complex problem - one which should' generate curiosity and
arouse speculation. -Finally, Amtrica's Time Line involves, not

. only the familiar components-of speculation, Valuation and
utilization of a woad range of information, but also has a
built-in puzzle. To understand, analyze and explain suchterms
as "bondage," "spiritual, faith," "courage," "selfishness,"-etc.,
will elicit all of the intellectual capacities of any:gifted child.

GOVERNMENT

GOAL: Develop a knowledge base for understanding the ever-
changing relationship between human beings and their environ-
ment: patt, present, and future.

.

A. Learning Objective: Examine and evaluate the basic roles
and functions of..state and local governments (e.g,, taxation,
police power, courts,'land use policis4 etc.).

1. Learning activity: How A Bill Becomes A Law

Topic: 'How-A Bill Becomes A Law

Grades: 11 and 12

Preparation: Seveial days befot'e studying the
.topic of congressional legislation; the class
is tole! that it will act as a mock United States
governme4. The class is divided into a Senate,
a House of Representativds and a SuptemCourt.

c
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A President and Vice-President are elected
(or appointed). The House is asked to elect a
Speaker. Several student may be asked to
"lobby" for special interst groups, such as the'
American Legion-, NEA, NAACP,_etc. '-The, assignment
preceeding this lesson is to outline are steps
required to. pass legislation, and to define the
terms "quorum," "veto," "filkuSter," "pork - barrel ,"
"lobby," "logrolling," "cornIFtee system," and
"judicial review."

'lotivatioh: The anticipation of the mock
Congress should be sufficiently motivating.

. Procedure: Class is broken up into' the three
bpanches of governMent, with the Speaker and the
Vice-President taking their positions. In order
to demonstrate certain practices, he teacher has
prepared certain bills and has distributed- them'
among the "members-of Congress" to be introduced.
Examples of such bills are:
#101:_ Women should be inducted into the armed

forces on an equal basis with men.

OWnership of firearms should.be limited
, members of law enforcement agencies.

. A newc..-large pat office should he con-
structed in the neighborhood.of'the- school.

it101 can be used to deMonstrate -the committee
system in Congress by having it referred to'the House
Armed'Services-committee for action.

Bill #102 can demonstrate the process of questioning
constitutionality. Upon its-becoming a "law's it is
challenged by a hunter who carries the case to the
Supreme Court.

Bill -#103 can be used to illustrate porkbarrel
legislation. Logrdlling may enter the picture.
Lobbyists may be used to demonstrate their methods.

Summary: On the basis of what we Nave done today, how
-democratic is our, 'lawmaking, process?

2. Learning Activity: Are Our Principles Alive and Well?

a. Duiation of time: several sessions

b. Materials: none

4
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c. Description:
(1) Provide'studen.ts with a theoretical statement

to which most Americans subscribe, such as
"Af men are created equal," or."All people
1-ive an inalienab4 right to life."

(2) Have students-brainstorm two lists of events,
lags and actions 40 suppoit and those
which are contraw to each theoretical state-
ment.

-

(T) students _discuss the,eNtent to whi.ch
theo-ry is 9ut Osn practice and lit circum-
stances of4'tach w1-1,iCh help or hinder the
"tilleor3 to practice'' idea.

How Do These Activities Work For The Gifted?

How A Bill Becomes A Law is a staple-of all civics and g6vern-
ment FrasseThowever, there 'are number'of things which make
this appropriate for the:gifted. The role-playing appeals-to
their Inventiveness. The topic's (under Procedures) are suffi-
ciently diferent the..gifted"e.g, Women shoUld be

, ind5cted into the armed forces on an equal basiswith men.
The concluding summary question--Hnw demncratic is ourlaw-making
proc.ess/-invnlvec a zonddeal of evaluation and synthesizing.
Similarly. Are''011 Principles Alive and Well/' requires students,
to generate idF--s ithrntigh brainstormirig) and encourages eiabora-
tion on highly abstract theoretical statements. This actiNity,
however, will app6a1 to the range .of intellectual abilities in ,

most classes. , .

SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS
r -

GOAL: Develop a knowledge base-for understanding the everchnging
relationship between human beings and their government: past,
,present and future.

A. Lq,aring Objective: Define "status" and contrast it to the
students understanding of. role.

IV

1. Learning activity: Time's Effect on Role

a. Duration of time: one session

b. Materials -: none

c. Doseription:
(1) Divide the class into gr6mos

(2)- Jng the status of -mnAer." each group

hO .
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(0 Make a list.identifying five ways an
American mother's role is the same as
in 1900.

(b) Make a list identifyiint filve ways a
_ mother's role is different today than
in 1900. . ;

(c) Demonstrate the above.role.change With,
role playing, drawing a picture, cartoons,
or other method.

2. Learning activity: Who Am I Collage?

.a. Dultion of time: two or three' sessions

b. Materials: newspapers, Magazines and brown .

par bags collected by students,;
c. Description:

) Have,students bring in .sufficient quantities
of newspapers and/or brown hags so that each
can cut out and paste together 'a `life -sized
out line of him/herselt.

.

(2) Have
and

(a)

students collect pictures from magazines
newspapers that illuStrat:

Status one presently occupies.

4.

(3)

...(b). status one hopes to achieve in fUture.

(t) Status that express de's .ires,-hobbie's
and anything else important to him /her.

Students.will then use the life-sized out-line
and collected pictur'es' to make collages that
represent themselves.

The completed collages could then be used in
a variety' of ways:

(a) Have studentslwrite their names on the
backs of collages to conceal identities.
Then have students guess the identities
of the collages. Individuals Might be
permitted to explain why they represented.
themselves as they did.

(b)- Compare and-contrast two or-mow,collages
to list same and different type of
status represent(id..

4 (c) Use collages as a basis for writing
creatively--shorf stories, poems, etc..
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(d)- Role play.behavior from selected
collages.

(e) Use ColMies as room decoration.

B. Learning Objective: CoMpare and contrast two 'societies'
adaption to their environment.

1. Learning activity: A Baker's Dozen.

a. Duration of time:

b. 'Materials:. none

one session

..c. Description:
(1) -Discdss with students the rtlatiiie importance

and usefulness of the following electrical
'items: . ,
Televilion Radio
Refrig4rator .Lamp
Clock

, , Stereo -, record player
-Toaster Hair dryer
Washe Razor
Dryer !lixer 4

Vacuum

a

.

(2) AiNY discussion have students eliminate ten
items, narrowing the list to the three most-
essentiallitets. This can be a group con-

-sensus'or done on an indivi-dual basis. If
done individually, t-ompace and contrast
reasons for each other's 'sts.

(3) Have s udent-s Write a brief paper answering:

4a) How their lives would be affected with-
out,the ten items they eliminated.

(b) How a primitive would have accomvlished
the tasks these same ten itets were
designated to do.

e Learning Objective: Describe aspects of-one's roles in the
economic stem (as producer, 'consumer, etc.)...

1. Learningactivity: The Business of Selling

. a. Duration of time: one or two sessions

b. Material: none

1

c
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c. Description:.
(1 -) Have' students piepare a questionnaire which'

they will use in interViewing in the business
of selling.

Possible questions might include:
(a) What is sold?

...(b) Who buys the product(s)? Why?
.

(6) Hew -intense is the competition?

(d) How is the product(s) advertised?'

(2) Once the questionnaire has been completed and
agreed upon, have students (individually) con' --6.

duct interviews of people in the community to
whom the questionnaire would apply.

(3). Have, students,repoyt their findings to the
.class, comparing and 'contrasting various pro-
ducers' and/or distributors' businesses and
methods of doing business.

How Do,These Activities.Work For The Gifted?

The emphasis upon analysis and tomparison in Time's Effect
On Role, as well as its requirement fora broadjund of-knowledge
wilTiTspeal to the gifted. Similarly, role - playing, which provides
an appreciative audience, creates the nurturing environment that
seems to be sd important. Who Am I Collage not only elicits a
large number of ideas, but also places a pemium on the Originali0
and uniqueness of ideas. akef's Dozen involves the same emphasis
on the productio'r air many ideas ana:611originality. Finally, The
Business Of Selling involves synibelSizing all elements ora

' system (i.e., t e systematic processes involved in marketing
surveys) and is-therefore just the kind of complex problem that
.the.gifted enjoy.

4
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APPENDIX'
Social Studies, A Guide For Curriculum Development

Grade
Level

Course
Topics

Characteristics
of the Gifted

41,

Character' of a
Nurturing Environment

g- 3 Themselves

Family

School

Neighborhood

Community'

4 -6 State history

U.S. history

1-8

9-12'

' Canada

Latin America

Western Europe

General intellec-

tual ability

Specific academic.

aptitude

Creative or pro-

ductive/thinking

Leadership...abllity.

I Visual and per-
,

Area studies of

World civiliza-'

tion, Middle

East, Asia,

-,Africa, U.S.

'History,

U.S..History.

U.S. Government

forming
II
arts

Psychomotor activ-

i ty

and 18 otherigurse

411terings

65 _66

Climate of creativity
4

Appreciative audience,

'either teacher or.

Students

.-Large number bf ideas

More unique ideas,

Tendency toward

ingenuity and

"originality

Puzzle" solving,

speculation and

eval,ution

,)
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. ANNOTATED 'BIWOGRAPUY
,

.

The Creativity. Question, Edited by AIVrtERodienberg andA,
0

Car140g: BauSman... Durham, NC: 'Duke University'Press, 1976.

This book it a Compilation of authoritative positions

141)

on creativitylahiLgiftedne4s.,.it is particul
t

1#
. ., -.A.useful as d!general reference vork and.fEatAres-sucb

,

auth6rS as Freud, Maslow, Get 4,411s, Guilford, TorranCe,

Skinner and'R6gers.

% ,

'.
Parties', Sidney J., Noller,'4uth'B.,.and Biondi, pgelo'H.

. .

4. creative .

Guide t6 creative Action. New York.: Charres Scribner'S
74.--11r-

.

k .

4 .
e, ,,,?Sons, 1976. 4'

C. A- very readable guide'.int tided loth as a reference
,

work and as a source ofAnstrilttional suggeStions.

-Intended for.all ,grade levelS the Guide contains a
4

disctission on creative-behavior, appropriate activities,
, ('

'
and important contemporary refelences on' methods'and

. ,
.

iiibliography. . ,,..
..,

.
-"',: ,. . ,

,
, -

H,
Torrence, E. Pail). and ilyers, R.E. Creative Learning andrTeaching.'

,

f d.

New York: Harpet'S, Iow, Publishers'', 1970.,

4;, .,

'

. , 4.
. - . ,

ThiS'book.is directed toall teachers With emphasis
1/4 0, .

on how the Teacher; can generate creativity.: : The

i

'
be

)

°) ' , f.
teacher S to a creative model who can create a.

st impl tihs:envaronment'ehrough the types of questionl''
.

aslced and activities 'used.

87
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.

At 7

Torrance E. Paul. ncoleraging Creativity in the Classroom.

Dubuque, Iowa* Wm. C. Brown Co. Publishers, 1970.

Though. this. book is aimed at "finding hidden talents

0

"among disadvantage Children andyouth," it is

addressed to all teachers and all spidents. T6rrance
A

is'perhaps best known for his central theme: "All

chil.&n and }young people.poSSess unrecognized and

udawakened potentialities Oal'wiivamount to, little

unless sgpeone first recognizes and acknowledges them

and _then encourages their awakening,"

a
(

, .

Feldhustn,John F. and Treffinger,Donald J. Teaching Creative
,

Thinking and Prob lem Solving. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt

Publishing Co., 1977_

The authors provide a very short, readable, teacher-
,

oriented discussion on teaching children'to think and

methods of teaching creativity and problem solving.

One chapter contains reviews Of instructional materials

and books for teaching these skills.

, 0

Torrance, P4ul and Torrance, J. Jansy, Is Creativit;
t,

if Teachable? Fastback 20. Bloomington, IN: Phi Delta

Kappa EdUlatiorial-Foundation,J973:4,_

Is creativity' teachable? .Torrance says definitely

?,

."Yes." In this short, easy -to -read Phi Delta Kappa

Fastback. the authors Arrive at "yes" anser after
.1 .

',..

haviAt surveYbd 142 experiments on whether c-:ativiy

is teachable. ". . ..thc authors...describe in some detail
, .

, , .

0
. a fai of the teaching procedures d

..
, . .. ,

r

,'i8!
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Good, Paul and the editors'o Time-Life Books. The Individual.

Waltham, Mass: Little, Brown anc1.6., 1974.

The book treats the unipue'growth of individuals.

Appropriate as an introduction to creativity; it uses

pictures and illustrations, and the narrative, is

purposely kept free of jargon. OT §peciil interest is

$Chapter 4 which explores irk a simple but direct way

"The Creative Urge" and "Steps in the Creative Ptocess."

I a
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SOURCES FOR CREATIVE SOCIAL STUDIES MATERIALS

Creative Teaciiibg Series. -Boston: Allyn, and Bacon, Inc.

The publisher has produced a series of--eight books,

.

.

each covering creativity id one subject area. One

such bo6k is 'Creative Teaching of-the Social Studies

in the Elementary School, designed primarily for

elementary schools,with emphasis upon methods; tech

niqueas and the use of various,medla. However, the

book is not4essenfially on teaching methodology but

rat-her on helping the teacher develop a nurturing

envirojmet.

Educational Insights Boxes. Carson, CA:_ Educational Insi ".'.Inc

,

The publiSher Offers five boxes of' index dardS fon fi,ve

different subject areas. The box most appropriate for

social studies is Mind Expanders.. The -index cards in
40.

this boN are particularly designed for gifted students

with emphasis. upon, fhe"indivlial student- performing
.

'some skill, game or activity. These materials are

intended for grades 1-6 and should -be considered suppt-

mentary to the regular. prOgram.

FOCUS on Self - Development. Chicago: Science Regearcb

Associates', Inc.

The ,FOCUS program is intended tIrr7grade/ K-6 and

includes.filmstrip, stories, teacher's guide, and 1.)hoiO

board. .The FOCUS 'program is particularly approllr)ate
4

s.
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for elementary programs in Indiana with emphasis upon

three stages of development: Awareness, for grades

K-2'ResPonding,grades 2-4 and Involvement, grades

4-6, The materials propose a variety of experiences

and are designed to be attractive to children with Wide

ranges of ability, and socio-economic blickground.

Ideabooks. Lexington, MA: Ginn and Company

Vdr those teachers who find Torrance an inspiration,

the Ideabooks will be a practical application of hisI

theory. There are five Ideabooks, in the series for

grade levels 1 through 8. Th ugh all of the Ideab'Ooks

emphasize divergent and eva/u tive-type questions, the ,

,.. .

two series most appropriat forsoCial studies are For /'

Those Wonder 'for prade 3, and 4 and Inmftabcon to

Thinking and Doing for grapes 5 and 6 .The activities,.

ti

r

,are inqu-irAtbased withemphasis on analysis, synthesis,

and evaluation.

Think2Ins. South El Monte, CA: Creative Teaching Press, Inc.

tr

These materials, a series of 30 task cards, are par-

ticularl 'appropriate for those teachers who wish to

deal w'th/social.problems. The task cards are designed
(

for grades 4-12 with,:emphasis on the development of

:LJ

inquiry skills.: Eath task card represents 'a Critical

ocial pr4lem that is'intended to stimulate indepeq-

\
dent study 'and decision -mT*4thg. The task cards could

well be used in secondary school 'to help students ,

identify appropriate project s.
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PLEASE TEL

YoUr position:

US WHAT YOU'THINK ABOUT "TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES TO GIFTED.
AND TALENTED STUDENTS"

teacher
dept. bead
administrator
parent
other

Your grade level:

Subject(s) taught:

Itf possible, please answer these questions after you have used some activities with students.'
If this is not feasible, please answer based on your personal inspection of the materialg.

7

1. What grade level actiyities are you

(1) Grades K-3.
(2) Grades 4-6

7th Gi-ade Global Studies

(4) 8th Grade American History

2. -What is the basis for'this evaluation?' (Check all
(1) using 4 or more activities
2) using 1 to 3 activities

evaluating? (check all that apply)
(5) 9-12 World History
(6) 9-12 Americ.;wHistory
(7) 9-12 GOvernment
(8) 9-12 Sociology and Economics

that vepply)

(3) personal inspection
(4) discussion with others

who knowthe materials
3. Have you shared this publication with other educators? (check .one)

(1) No (3) Yes, with 5-10 others
(2) Yes, with 1-4 others I (4) Yes with more than 10

Circle the number from 1 (Definitely No) to 7 (Definitely Yes) which best reflects your
answer.

DEFINITELY -DEFINITELY
NO

4. Are-these materials easy to under- 1

'stand and use?

. Do these materials fit with the
curriculum of your district?

6. . Are yOu likely tO maie,use df
these materials in the future? ,

7. Are these' materials appropriate for
the abilities of your gifted stUdents?

I
8. Are these materials interesting to

gifted students?
1

9. -Po'these activities promote divergent
thinking?

Sik

10. Do these activities develop higher
ordei thinking skills? .

What did you like. best "? .

NEUTRAL YES

2 3 4 5 6 We

1 2

1

3 4 5 6 7

a
4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5

444

6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 '5 6 7

1 2, 3 4 5
,

6 7

What did yOulike least?
4

What should be changed or added to make the document more useful to educators of the gfitzd?
Ouse the back as needed) .

M ,

RETURN-TO: .Consultant for Gifted Education, Division of Curriculum, Department of Public

Instruction, 229 State House, Indianapolis, IN 462104
.
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